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2ABSTRACT
Industrial gloves manufacturing is relatively labour-
intensive. Although a high level of technology is not required,
managerial, organizational and marketing expertise are important.
There is a trend for many countries to enact laws requiring
industrial gloves for many types of workers. The growth of Hong Kong
into the world's biggest manufacturer and exporter of all kinds of
industrial gloves is amazing. However, with such a rapid growth,
other countries are keeping an eye on imports of industrial gloves
from Hong Kong. Recently, the Canadian Gloves Manufacturing Associa-
tion complained that the increasing quantity of gloves from Hong Kong
into Canada was detrimental to the gloves industry in Canada, and it
tried to persuade the Canadian Government to restrict the quantities
of industrial gloves imported. Although there are many obstacles
ahead, Hong Kong manufacturers are famous for their versatility,
endurance and capability to solve problems.
This case study gives an overall view of the industrial
gloves industry, with special emphasis on the organizational and
operational performance of one factory in particular.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
A striking feature of Hong Kong's industrial development has
been its growth rate. Within twenty years, Hong Kong has been trans-
formed from a trading port into an industrial community, heavily
dependent on export-oriented manufacturing industry.1
In many countries labour legislation stipulates that indus-
trial gloves are required for many types of workers. Therefore
gloves have become an absolute necessity in many countries. Hong
Kong's industrial gloves are internationally known and Hong Kong is
becoming the world's biggest manufacturer and supplier of all kinds
of industrial gloves. Glove manufacturing is relatively labour-
intensive and does not require any advanced technology. This gives
Hong Kong an advantage when compared with the high labour costs in
advanced countries. The success of an industrial gloves factory de-
pends very much on organizational, managerial and marketing expertise.
These characteristics of the gloves industry make it ideally suited
to the capabilities and limitations of Hong Kong. Hong Kong's pro-
gress in exploiting this comparative advantage can be seen from the
rapid increase in her domestic exports of various types of industrial
gloves, as shown in Table 1. The major markets for Hong Kong's do-
mestic exports of industrial gloves since 1971 are shown in Table 2.
1 Industrial Investment Hong Yong, 1974-1975, published by
the Trade Development Council in co-operation with the Industrial
Promotion Branch of the Commerce and Industry Department, Chapter
III, page 6.
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However, it can be seen that the figures dropped in 1974-1975 because
of the overall world wide recession.
TABLE 1.1
HONG KONG'S DOMESTIC EXPORTS OF CERTAIN TYPES OF
INDUSTRIAL GLOVES IN THOUSANDS DOLLARS
1971 1972 1973 17
841260 82,909 89, 039 163,5kk125,728
841261- 20,388 17,819 28,21) 0,731
841302 1,977 61,943 22.8,27k191,107
841411 17,645 16,979 41,7o4 452575
8416oi 826 11268.984 1,463
X123,745 X186,76'+ $388,020 $479,587
Source: Hong Kong Government, Census and Statistics
Department. Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 1971,
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975.
Almost all industrial gloves produced in Hong
Kong are included in the above five classifica-
tions. Most dress gloves made in Hong Kong are




MAJOR MARKETS FOR HONG KONG'S DOMESTIC EXPORTS OF
INDUSTRIAL GLOVES IN THOUSAND DOLLARS
1971 1972 1973 1974
United
$43, 965 $40,667 $113,653 $112,682Kingdom
United
$26,755 $37,653 $ 52,479 $ 74,765States
West
$17,388 $47,030 $100,115 $ 95,427Germany
Sweden $ 6,955 $11,608 $ 19,090 $ 30,388
Canada $6,609 $ 17,322$10,587 $29,358
Netherlands $ 4,191 $ 21,156$ 9,920 $ 28,020
Australia $ 4,531 $ 41456 $ 11,894 $ 29,252
Denmark $ 1,805 $ 1,780 $ 6,990 $ 9,705
S.E. Asia &
$11,546 $ 43,321$23,063 $ 69,990all others
4
TABLE 1.3
A COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL DOMESTIC EXPORTS OF THE FIVE TYPES
OF INDUSTRIAL GLOVES IN THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OF 1975
WITH THAT OF THE SAME PERIOD IN 1974
1974 Jan-July 19'75 Jan-July
841260 $106,072,855 $ 57,595,203
841261 $ 27,938,134 $ 13,286,403
841302 $142,167,479 $ 99,345,085
841411 $ 29,774,416 $ 15,979,888
841601 $ 864,822 $ 978,851
$306,818,000 $187,185,000
Source: Hong Kong Government, Census and Statistics
Department. Hong Kong Trade Statistics,
1974 and 1975.
From Table 1, we can see that the total export of the five
types of industrial gloves increased from $123,745,000 in 1971 to
$479,587,000 in 1974. This was a 288 percent increase in domestic
exports.
As shown in Table 2, exports to U.K. increased rapidly in
1973 from $40,667,*000 in 1972 to $113,653,000 in 1973, an increase
of 180 percent. The U.S.A. showed a steady increase in importing
Hong Kong's industrial gloves by 41% each year. The rest of the
countries showed a steady increase in imports from Hong Kong.
As shown in Table 3, all four types of gloves (841260
841261 841302 841411) showed a decrease of about 40 percent in
exports in the first seven months of 1975 as compared with that of
5the same period in 1974, except 841601 which exported $114,029 more
in the first seven months of 1975 than that of the same period in
1974.
The total export of the five types of industrial gloves in
January-July 1974 was $306,818,000 and that of the same period in
1975 was $187,185,000. This was a decrease of 39 percent in exports
In November 1975, the general manager of one of the biggest
industrial gloves exporting companies in Hong Kong said in an inter-
view that the exports of all kinds of industrial gloves decreased
both in quantity and in price during the recession. Lacking orders,
many factories produced only 50 percent to 60 percent of their nor-
mal output. The United Kingdom and West Germany were the major mar-
kets of Hong Kong's industrial gloves but because of labour strikes
and economic recession, orders from 'the United Kingdom and West
Germany decreased greatly. Besides the overall world-wide recession,
the main reason for the tremendous decrease in orders was that the
West Germany buyers lost their confidence in the quality of Hong
Kong's industrial gloves. In recent years many manufacturers low-
ered prices in order to attract more orders as a result a price war
began. Manufacturers gradually lowered their prices to such a level
that they actually gained nothing by doing the business. The only
solution was to produce lower quality gloves. When these inferior
gloves reached West Germany, buyers discovered that the quality was
not according to specifications. They thought that Hong Kong manu-
facturers cheated them. Orders from England in 1975 also decreased,
compared with those in 1974. In the first five months of 1975 the
amount ordered decreased by 6 percent as compared with the same
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period in 1974. Though the U.S.A. is second to the United Kingdom
im importing Hong Kong's industrial gloves, the total amount of
orders increased rather than decreased in 1975, but the U.S.A.
mainly ordered the cloth industrial gloves which only offered a
very low profit margin.
An exporter told me that in past years when business was
good, he had to give an order to a factory one month before so that
he could make sure the gloves would be ready for delivery to the
United Kingdom, Australia and Sweden on time, but in 1975 an order
of 8,000 dozen industrial gloves only required ten days. Many medium
and small size factories automatically lowered prices and asked
exporting companies to find customers for them.
The managing director of a Hong Kong's biggest industrial
gloves exporting and manufacturing company said that many medium
and small size industrial gloves factories closed in 1975. The main
reason was due to the decrease in orders from many places in the
world. Competition from Korea, Taiwan and China. was also very keen.
Besides these two reasons, manufacturers decreased their prices in
order to attract more business. The price war led the prices to
such a level that many factories could not carry on business. The
result of the price war only benefited the European buyers. It was
learned that a reliable source calculated that the profits of
European buyers increased by 40 percent compared to the same period
in 1974 but the quantities ordered were less than that of 1974.
Other factors, not only economic ones, also caused the
7
industrial gloves industry to be more and more difficult to operate.
The Canadian Gloves Manufacturing Association complained that the
increase in gloves into Canada was detrimental to the gloves indus-
try in Canada.2 The Canadian Government is carrying out an investi-
gation and the results will be reported to the Canadian Trade and
Commerce Department. If the results prove that imports of industrial
gloves were excessive, the Canadian government may restrict the quan-
tities imported.
Sheung Shui tanners must move their factories to Kwai Chung.30
The Government gave a very strong reason, stating that water running
out from tanneries into the rivers contaminated the surrounding
rivers and poisoned living organisms and fishes. However, tanners
objected to shifting their trade to Kwai Chung because of high costs,
capital shortage and.stringent restrictions with which the tanning
industry could not comply. They could not operate in multi-storey
buildings and require both a spacious area to house heavy equipment
and an extensive drying yard in the open. Anyway, the Government
decided to clear all tanneries in Sheung Shiu by July 31, 1976. They
must either stop business or relocate business in other places.
Although Hong Kong's industrial gloves industry faced a very
difficult year in 1974-1975, Hong Kong's products were internation-
ally recognized and foreign buyers preferred to buy Hong Kong products.
In the second half of 1975, especially during October, November and
2 Tai Kung Pao, June 16, 1975.
3 South China Morning Post, Jan. 9, 1976, Volume XXXII
No. 9, page 1.
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December, orders began to pour in. In the future, Hong Kong manu-
facturers should stand firm and produce high quality industrial
gloves. They should also organize an Industrial Gloves Manufacturers
Association to stabilize the prices of industrial gloves. The es-
tablishment of an association would give the manufacturers a more
powerful bargaining position with foreign buyers.
1.1 Methods of Gathering Information
Methods used for data gathering included observation, per-
sonal conversation, informal gatherings, interviews and collection
of statistical data from company and the factory records. Most of
the information was obtained during the author's stay at the factory.
Supplementary data were collected by follow-up visits to the factory
and the company.
The author also interviewed the general manager of Hong
Kong's two biggest industrial gloves exporting and manufacturing
companies. They were very experienced in the industrial gloves
field and gave extensive information about the gloves trade.
It was very difficult to gather secondary data about the
industry. A supervisor at the Commerce and Industry Department said
that there was not much information about gloves except for a report
on the Hong Kong glove industry in 1968 but the data were obsolete.
However, secondary information was obtained from the Hong Kong Trade
Statistics, Wah Kiu Man Po, the Industrial Investment Hong Kong, q
South China Morning Post and Tang Pao.
92.0 INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPANY
AND FACTORY
2.1 History of The Company
The company was first established in 1969 by the general
manager and his friend, who now is a manager of the company. At
first the company only acted as an exporting agent, receiving
orders from foreign buyers and then sub-contracting orders to
factories. Later the company operated its first subsidiary factory
which specialized in leather industrial gloves. It could then con-
trol the delivery dates easier and not be subject to any constraints
imposed by the manufacturers. When business became more and more
prosperous, the general manager co-operated with a friend and opened
a second subsidiary factory which specialized in knitted industrial
gloves. The company continued to grow and now it also possesses
several affiliated factories. In 1973 the company moved to its
present address, the J. Ho Tung House.
The company first supplied'work gloves to Middle East coun-
tries in 1969. The supply was later extended to lest Germany and
Australia in 1970. In 1971 the company successfully solicited
Holland as one of the main supply markets. During 1972 and 1973,
the supply market was extended to Scandinavian countries, Belgium,
Luxemburg, France, The United Kingdom and Canada.
The company was very eager to enter the U.S.A. market. The
general manager said that this was the ultimate goal of the company
10
because he foresaw that the U.S.A. was the largest potential market.
The company is now beginning to diversify its products. In the past
it only dealt with industrial gloves export. Having seen that put-
ting all the eggs in one basket may not be safe, the company is
trying to also export garments and radios.













FIGURE 2.1 A GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF THE COMPANY
The company was governed by three persons: the general
manager, manager A and manager B. They divided the company into
four departments: Finance and Accounting; Sales and Marketing
Production, and Documentation/shipping. There was a total of
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twenty employees in the company, and their positions in the company
were divided into the categories of Marketing Executive, Executive
Assistant, Executive Trainee and Clerical Assistant. The general
manager was mainly responsible for both the Finance and Accounting
and Sales and Marketing Department. Manager A was responsibled for
three departments: Shipping, Finance and Accounting and Sales and
Marketing and manager B was responsibled for product ion department
only. Three of them together got hold of all the information and
made decisions accordingly. The company was market ing-oriented. It
put most of its efforts in promoting sales and marketing its products.
Nine employees were in the Sales Marketing Department and they
occupied nearly half of the company's employees.
Besides managing the company, the management also had to
take care of its two subsidiary factories and several affiliated
factories. In a sense it acted as a holding company which supported
its factories financially and supplied them with orders.
2.3 History of the Factory
At first the company subcontracted orders to factories.
However, the general manager said that there were many disadvantages
of not owning a factory. He could not control the delivery dates
and the product quality. in addition, no special designed gloves
could be made. Some manufacturers could not meet the delivery dates
and the company would be the scape-goat. When product quality was
bad, foreign buyers would only complain to the company. This caused
the company to acquire a bad reputation. The company therefore
decided to operate its own factory.
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A relative of the general manager founded the factory where
I worked, At first he rented the eighth floor of the factory build-
ing and started manufacturing in September 1973. Cheap and old
machines were bought and the factory started in a very primitive
form. Later a good friend of the general manager and a relative
from China came to assist the founder. The three of them now
operate the whole factory. As orders began to increase, there was
not enough space for manufacturing. It so happened that the renter
of the ninth floor moved away, and the company then rented the
ninth floor as well.
The factory gradually expanded and increased in complexity.
It evolved to a well-developed and highly organized factory.
2,.4 Characteristics of the Factory
All the eleven executives of the factory came from Mainland
China. Most of them have gone through the period of Cultural Revol-
lut ion. They have also seen both the good side and the bad side of
Communist China. The factory manager told me that bad features
would reveal themselves when everything was in chaos. After the
Cultural Revolution they fled to Hong Kong, where most of them
arrived illegally. However, the factory manager came to Hong Kong
through formal application the official responsibles for issuing
permits was his good friend.
The whole factory was full of the atmosphere of typical
Chinese culture, All of the executives were very hard-working, es-
pecially the factory manager who was always the last one to go home.
The concept of the family system was also deep rooted into their mind.
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The relationships among relatives was important and nearly all em-
ployees of the new posts were introduced by the currently employed
workers and executives. During my stay in the factory I noticed
that two people from China had received the factory manager's
hospitality of arranging board and lodging for them. The factory
also gave higher salary to those employees who had a large family
to support.
The concept of respect also was predominant in the minds
of the Chinese workers. We were taught when we were young to res-
pect the elders, the superiors and our teachers. Workers had a
feeling of respect for their superiors and they always tried to be
co-operative.
The turn-over rate of the workers was very low. Some workers
worked in the factory once when it was established. The reasons for
their long stay were good personnel relationships, good working con-
ditions, good salary and a good incentive system. Also the workers
had particularly good relationship with the company. One of the
managers was still a bachelor. He rented a flat and lived there
alone. He organized a club for the male workers and they met once
a week at his residence. The extremely good relationship between
the workers and the manager also accounted for the low turn-over rate
of the workers.
The factory produced a great variety of gloves. More than
sixty types of gloves had been made. The complexity of control Made
the close supervision a necessity and also the quality control a
difficulty.
14
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FIGURE 2.2 ORGANIZATION CHART
Physical plant
The factory was situated on the eighth and ninth floors of
an industrial building in Kwun Tong. There was an office on each
floor but the vain office was on the eighth floor.
The lower floor (eighth floor):-
The door of the factory faced the lift. talking into the
factory, at the right hand side, the cutting machines were arranged
in an U-shape (see Figure 2.3). Beside the main office was the
storing and issuing section where semi-finished products were stored
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and issued for further processing. Opposite the storing and issuing
section was three wooden cages. These wooden cages were used to
collect finished gloves from the sewing workers. The rest of the
floor was occupied by sewing machines.
Inside the main office, there were three big desks with six
positions, an air conditioner, a sample cabinet and a wall cabinet
for keeping documents. The factory manager and the vice-factory
manager occupied one desk, two accountants occupied another desk,
the leather purchaser and the cutting-machine supervisor occupied
the third desk.
The upper floor (nineth floor):-
One-quarter of the area of the upper floor was occupied by
the cutting machines. There were twelve cutting machines on the
upper floor and with the fifteen in the lower floor making a total
of twenty-seven cutting machines. Raw materials of leather and
cloth were stored on this floor. Their arrangements are shown in
Figure 2.4. Other small size raw materials such as thread, ribbon,
rubber bands and cuffs were stored in the lower floor. Besides
storing, the upper floor was for final processing. Well-sewed gloves
had to be turned over before ironing. The office on this floor stored
knife-models and there was only one working desk in it. The leather
controller usually used this office. Near the exit were two sewing
machines used specially for mending. Beside the office sewing
machines were grouped together for producing specially designed
gloves. The rest of the floor was for ironing and packaging. Two
pressing machines were placed at a corner of the floor beside the
ironing table. At the middle of the floor a table-tennis table was
16
placed. It was used as a table during working hours but for recrea-
tional purposes after work,. The well-packed cartons were piled up
and placed at one corner of the floor. Opposite the ironing table
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Figure 2.3 A Diagram of the Cross-Section
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Figure 2k A Diagram of the Gross-Sect ion
of the Upper Floor (9th Floor)
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Functional organization
The plant manager was the main controller and co-ordinator
of the factory. He had to make sure that the products were on
schedule and he had to adjust any necessary changes when required.
He was similar to the nervous system of a person which controls and
co-ordinates the various parts of the body.
The vice-factory manager acted as the financial controller
of the factory. He was also responsible for the pricing and cost
estimating of the products. Miscellaneous raw materials such as
thread, cloth, cuffs and rubber bands were also ordered by him.
During busy hours he also assisted the factory manager in whatever
ways he could.
The leather purchaser, as the name implied, was mainly res-
ponsible for the purchasing of leather. He went to the New Terri-
tories and contacted the tanneries three to four times a week. He
was also ingenious in developing new designs. He could always deve-
lope better models than that sent from the customers and his new
models were well accepted by clients. He also informally acted as
the social convener of the factory. He formed a club for the workers
and his residence was the meeting place. He was also the captain of
the factory's football team.
The two accountants together were responsible for the keeping
of all the accounts of the factory. One accountant mainly dealt with
the accounts of leather while the other dealt with the miscellaneous
accounts. Each month they had to sent an income statement to the
holding company.
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The cutting machine supervisor and his assistant were res-
ponsible for the production of the semi-finished leather parts which
would be sewed up by the sewing girls into complete gloves. He had
to determine the number of workers needed to produce the semi-
finished parts and also the quantities of work-in-processes produced
each day. He had to allocate the resources efficiently, according
to schedule.
The supervisor of the storing and issuing section and his
assistant were responsible for the storing of the semi-finished
leather parts produced from the cutting-machine section and the
keeping of the records of the amount stored and issued everyday.
They were also responsible for the storing and keeping records of
the miscellaneous raw materials ordered by the vice-factory manager.
Once every month they had to make a monthly statement of the total
amount of work-in-processes stored.
The leather controller kept records of the amount of leather
purchased and issued. He was also responsible for taking good care
of the leather and always watched out for any shortage of a parti-
cular type of leather.
The supervisor of the packaging section made sure that the
exact numbers of pairs of gloves were packed before the delivery
date. He was also the final inspector of the quality of the gloves.
An apprentice was employed for repairing the sewing machines:
sometimes the sewing machines had to be adjusted to meet the differ-
ent thickness of the leather.
Also a servant was employed to clean the factory floors and
cooked lunch for the executives.
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Delegation of authority
The factory manager was the main controller and co-ordinator
of the various activities of the factory. However, he delegated
certain authority to his subordinates who could make decisions up
to a certain point.
The cutting machine supervisor could arrange machines and
workers at his own will, provided the quantities and quality of the
work-in-process produced met the required standards. The works of
the other posts have already been mentioned in the sub-headings of
the functional organization. The plant manager always tried to
keep an eye on everything. He always walked up and down and looked
at how the workers did their jobs. When he discovered any defects,
he corrected them immediately. When he was really too busy he would
ask some executives to help him. I was once asked by the factory
manager to take charge of the delivery of a group of cartons one
morning when he had some other things to do downtown.
Channels of communication
Communications in the factory were mainly verbal. Executives
and workers had a mutual understanding and they worked in harmony
without too much paper work. However, the rules and regulations of
the factory were written in black and white. Also the orders re-
ceived from the holding company were arranged in the order of their
dates of delivery. The decisions of the executives were greatly
affected by the dates and they always refered to the schedule for
arrangement. Communication from the cutting machine supervisor to
the workers was usually verbal, but in case of complex jobs he
would write down the requirements on a piece of paper and give it to
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the workers. Similarly, communication from the storing and issuing
section supervisor was usually mainly verbal.
Announcements could be found on the notice board just oppo-
site the main office. A pair of standard gloves was posted on the
notice board and it reminded the workers of the proper ways of sewing
gloves.
Working conditions
The working condition in the factory as a whole was good.
There were windows at four sides of both flats for ventilation.
Lighting was sufficient and neon lights were fixed in positions to
assist natural light. Electric fans also provided better ventilation
and cooling. Workers also had ample space to work in. Cutting
machines were placed apart so that there was space for semi-finished
products and workers could comfortably work on the machines.
Lower floor (eighth floor):-
A fire extinguisher was placed near the entrance of the fac-
tory. In case of fire, it was easily accessible. A big electrical
water heater was placed under the notice board. Workers could get
water whenever they liked. Each male worker was provided with a
cigarette ash container. This served both the purpose of cleanliness
and safety. Female workers were provided with brushes for cleaning
their own places. Useless leather pieces and rubbish were cleaned
every day twice by the servant at noon and after the workers left.
Upper floor (nineth floor):-
The working conditions in this floor was very similar to
that of the lower floor but cutting machines and sewing machines
were fewer in number so that it was not so noisy and so crowded as
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downstairs. All four sides were surrounded by windows and there was
a sofa in the middle of the floor where workers could take a rest.
There were, however, some defects in the working condition.
The minute particles which they called leather powder irritated
the respiratory system. Also the sewing section produced cloth
hair. It was not good to our health when breathed in too much.
Besides these, there was a big dyeing factory next to the factory
and the smell of sulphuric acid was unbearable. Every time I had
the sense of the sulphuric acid vapour coming I went into the main
office where the air conditioner was always turned on.
2.6 General Planning and Control
Close supervision was the most effective way to control and
guide the workers. The factory manager always walked around the
factory and watched the progress of the workers. There were regu-
lations set down such as the working hours began at 8:30 a. m. and
ended at 6:30 p.m. If the workers always went back late the factory
manager would advise them to come earlier. Other regulations and
mutual agreement had to be followed strictly. They were not allowed
to gamble, to take drugs, to drink wine etc. during office hours.
If they were caught, they would be fired after two warnings. A meet-
ing was held about once a month and the factory manager would review
the whole month's work. Executives would understand what jobs they
performed well and also what jobs they performed badly during the
meeting.
Methods of co-ordination and control from the holding company
were also informal. A manager from the company came to the factory
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once a week and inspected every part of the factory. He also ques-
tioned the factory manager about the conditions of the factory. The
intimate relationship of the holding company and the factory made
the control most effective. The factory manager, the vice-factory
manager and the purchaser (they were owners of the factory) also
attended meetings held in the holding company. There were no fixed
dates for meetings and meetings were held when they felt it was
necessary. Decisions were made during the meetings and the factory
managers carried them out in the factory.
2.7 Daily Operation of the Factory
The servant was the first person to arrive at the factory
everyday. The servant's job was to put water into the electric
heater and clean the office desks before the executives and workers'
arrival. Work started from 9:30 a.m. but workers usually came ten
minutes earlier. In the past workers came very early and tried to
earn more by doing more. But because of the Labour Legislation the
factory manager ordered that no engines would be allowed to run be-
fore 9:30 a.m. Sometimes inspectors from the Labour Department would
arrive suddenly to see if they abided with the law. The arrival time
of a worker was recorded by putting a card into the electrical timer
which would punch the time on the card. Executives also had to re-
cord their arrival time as an act of discipline.
Female workers collected the work-in-processes leather parts
from the storing and issuing section. The leather parts were fas-
tened in piles of two dozens. Accessories of the gloves such as
rubber band, cuffs, cloth and thread etc. were also obtained from
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the storing and issuing section. When the sewing-workers finished
sewing the gloves they put them in the wooden cages just opposite
the storing and issuing section. The supervisors of this section
also recorded the quantities and types of gloves handed in.
The male workers of the cutting machines section cut the
leather according to the instruction of the cutting machines super-
visor. They usually received leather in rolls and finished them
in one to two days. When a worker finished the rolls he reported
to the cutting machine supervisor and he would be issued new rolls.
The finished work-in-process leather parts were collected by the
supervisor and stored in the storing and issuing section.
The leather controller measured the length of each roll of
leather and issued them to the male workers. He also recorded the
quantities and qualities of the leather issued.
The well-sewed gloves were collected from the wooden cages
and turned inside out on the upper floor. The price for turning-
over the gloves was different for different types of gloves accord-
ing to their degree of hardness, the length of the cuffs of the gloves
and the number of fingers needed to turn over. The well turnovered
gloves were transported to the ironing and packaging section.
Gloves had to be ironed before packaging. During the ironing
process, the workers were also responsible for picking out the defect-
ive gloves and any gloves that did not meet the quality standards.
The gloves were paired after ironing and then fastened in groups of
ten pairs or one dozen each, according to the specification of the
customers. The piles were then pressed by the pressing machines into
the appropriate size for packing. One pile was placed in one plastic
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bag and they were then put into the cartons. Usually ten to twelve
piles were put in one carton. The cartons were piled up and ready
for delivery.
During the turn-over and ironing processes some bad gloves
might be discovered and these gloves were thrown aside first and
finally collected in a big paper box. These defective gloves were
placed into the pigeon holes numbered according to the numbers of
the sewing girls. These pigeon holes were placed at the left hand
side of the main office in the eighth floor. After lunch the female
workers collected the bad gloves from the holes and repaired them.
If the bad gloves were the result of the quality of leather, the
sewing girls would return the gloves to the storing and issuing
section. These bad leather gloves would be mutilated by an old
woman and sewed up with new leather parts by a sewing girl who was
specially assigned for such a job. During emergencies this girl
helped by sewing any urgently needed gloves.
The above describe the routine operation of the factory
important decisions were made by the factory manager. He arranged
all the orders received from the holding company in the order of the
delivery dates. Everyday he checked the number of gloves produced
and saw if they met the deadlines. The factory was flexible in manu-
facturing different types of gloves. Different styles were made by
the combination of different types of knife-models and also the
development of new knife-models. Sometimes female workers sewed six
different types of gloves in one day and male workers had to change
their knife-models frequently. One could imagine the chaotic condi-
tion of the factory if still more types of gloves had to be dealt
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with.
Operation of the factory was not at all easy. Some unfore-
seen circumstances might happen. The schedule might change due to
the requirements of the clients. The telephone was the main tool
of communication. The holding company, after negotiating with the
clients, would phone to the factory and ask for a change in the de-
livery dates. Usually an earlier delivery date was required. The
factory manager always tried to cope with the new challenge and
promised that he could make it. In doing so he had to rearrange the
dates and to switch all the manpower to finish the required job first.
Shortage of material supply was also a problem. Sometimes a client
needed a particular type of quality of leather but the leather was
not ready in hand. Sometimes the quality of leather received from
the leather merchant did not meet the standard required by the fac-
tory. Leather merchants usually cheated by mixing in some leather of
inferior quality. Since the factory aimed at high quality products,
this leather became useless.
Importers from countries such as England, Australia and
America visited the factory and looked at the samples occasionally.
During my stay in the factory an American team, an English team,
and an Australian team visited the factory.
When the day was over, the workers recorded the time on the
cards again before leaving the factory. The factory manager was
always the last to leave. He had to make sure that every gate and
door were locked and all motors, lights and electric power were
turned off.
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2,8 Production Processes and Operation
RAW MATERIAL





FIGURE 2.5 A FLOW CHART OF PRODUCTION PROCESSES
The production processes could be roughly divided into five
sections. The Raw Material Section, The Cutting Machine Section,
The Sewing Machine Section, The Turn-over Gloves Section and The
Ironing and Packaging Section. These processes are discussed in
detail as follows.
Raw material section
The leather was inspected before it was issued to the workers.
A high power light bulb was placed inside an open-end wooden box.
The top of it was covered with a glass. For the purpose of inspection
the leather piece was placed on top of the glass cover and the light
bulb was turned on. Light could not pass through the leather when
the thickness of the leather was up to standard. For leather pieces
that were too thin or had holes in them, light would pass through.
Using this method the defective leather pieces were selected and the
bad parts were cut away.
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Cutting machine section
The male workers received the leather rolls from the leather
controller. They also received knife-models from the cutting machine
supervisor and were told how many work-in-processes leather parts
should be produced. The working process of the cutting machine
section was simple. The leather was put on top of a plastic board
and a knife-model was placed on top of the leather. The whole com-
plex was placed under an iron plate which would chop down by pressing
a foot-plate. The iron plate hit the knife-model which cut the
leather. The job was simple but they had to be wise to save leather
because there was a 'leather award' for them. The well-cut leather
parts was fastened up and put under the table for collection. They
stamped their numbers on the first piece of each pile. This proce-
dure identified their work and mistakes could be followed when dis-
putes occured.
Sewing machine section
Female workers collected work-in-processes leather parts
from the storing and issuing section. The leather parts were com-
posed of palm, butterfly finger, finger tips and thumb. They were
fastened up in piles of two dozens each. The job of the sewing
girls was to sew up the parts into complete gloves. Many workers
were well experienced. Some worked in. this industry well before
they entered this factory. Five of them had experience of over ten
years while more than ten had experience of over eight years. They
were so well trained that their action seemed involuntary. It took
about one hour and twenty minutes for a well trained worker to sew
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up twelve pairs of gloves. Two girls were specially assigned for
sewing the linings of the gloves. Some welting gloves needed a full
lining of the inner lace and the rim of the cuffs. Each sewing
girl was also required to put down her number in the inside cuff of
the gloves.
Turn-over gloves section
The well-sewed gloves were turned inside out by five workers.
The action was simple but yet it needed the technique of adjusting
the strength used. The process involved the putting of the gloves
over a hollow cylinder and pulled the gloves over with the help of
an iron rod. Sometimes it was very difficult to turn over the gloves
when the leather was very hard.
Ironing and packaging section
The well-turned-over gloves were transported to the ironing
and packaging section ,for final processing. An electric heating
iron plate in the form of a hand was used. The size of the iron
exactly fited the gloves so that the gloves were ironed when they
were pulled on to the heated iron-plate. After ironing, the gloves
were divided into right hand and left hand piles. The gloves were
then paired and twelve pairs or ten pairs were fastened up in one
cluster (pile). Each cluster of gloves was pressed to the appro-
priate size for cartonation. Full cartons were closed by binding
the openings of the cartons with plastic papers. The final step
was to fasten the cartons with synthetic rubber bands. These well-
packed cartons were piled up and ready for delivery.
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2.9 Production Planning and Control
lne plant manager and the executives planned and controlled
the production processes. They stressed controlling the quantities
of each type of gloves produced and also the due dates of each type.
There was however no well-developed quality control system.
Quality control
No quality controller was employed and supervisors of each
section were responsible for the product quality of their section.
The cutting machine supervisor made sure that the work-in-process
leather parts met the required standard. Similarly, the supervisor
of the storing and issuing section made sure that the well-sewed
gloves were up to a certain standard. The turn-over gloves workers
were also responsible for discovering defects. Finally, the ironing
and packaging workers picked out any bad gloves and made sure not to
include any of them in the cartons. This system seemed workable if
all workers did what they were told. However, the quality of the
gloves was not assured. Workers always tried to finish their own jobs
only and they took little care about the quality of the gloves. The
factory manager did make a random check on the quality of the gloves
when he was free but such irregular checking did not guarantee quality.
2.10 Products and Market in
Products
The factory produced high quality industrial gloves as well
as some low quality ones. However, it aimed at producing good quality
gloves that differentiated it from other factories. The gloves were
mainly divided into full leather (the whole gloves were made of
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leather) and ordinary industrial working gloves with both cloth and
leather. The two main branches of industrial gloves again divided
into many types according to their uses. The gloves were also
classified according to the kinds of leather used.
Marketing
The factory only dealt with production and the job of market-
ing was left to the holding company. This policy enabled the factory
to put all their efforts in producing good quality gloves. The
holding company, being the only sales force, aggressively promoted
its products. There were four people specially responsible for
writing sales letters. They sent out sales letters regularly in hopes
that they would find more new clients. They also contacted their old
clients regularly, neglecting whether their clients replied or not.
Also the general manager stressed the point that they must not lose
any clients that were doing business with the company. If it did
happen the marketing manager in charge of the line had to find out
the reasons and to try his best to get back orders from the client.
Demand for products
The world-wide economic recession in the year 1974-75 caused
a great decrease in the demand for industrial gloves. in foreign
countries many construction and other projects were postponed. Also
the unemployment rate rose sharply during the year 1974-75. Many
small industrial gloves manufacturers in Hong Kong shut down. This
was a phenomenon not only in industrial gloves industry but also in
other industries. The factory I worked in got through this difficult
period and the account during this period as I was told by the fac-
tory manager just broke even. In the last two months of 1975 and
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after President Ford announced the recovery of the American economy
more orders came in. The time schedule of the factory at the be-
ginning of January 1976 extended to two months ahead. All the indus-
trial gloves of the factory were for export. The buyers were mainly
from America, England, Australia, Canada, West Germany and Middle
East countries. The requirements of the American importers were
the hardest to fulfill. They required best quality leather, best
labour skill and everything must be first class but they were willing
to give higher prices. Canada was the second country that required
good quality gloves. The rest of the countries did not stress quality
and labour skill too much but rather the practicability and cheap
prices.
Distribution channel
The distribution channel of products followed the normal pro-
cedures of exporting companies. D/A and D/P were used few years ago
but these two methods were at present no longer used by the company.
The L/C was the only document accepted.
Transporting companies unloaded the cartons from the factory
and temporarily stored them in godowns. When everything was ready
the cartons would be shipped to the destinations.
Promotion
The company tried every means to promote its products and
good image. Besides writting letters to potential clients, the
company photographed different types of gloves and published them
in pamphlets for distribution. They were sent along with the sales
letters. The company also advertised its products in foreign indus-
trial magazines to attract new customers. Exhibitions of the
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company's products in foreign countries were arranged. In July 1975
the company joined the Industrial Exhibition in West Germany. During
that time the factory made many samples. The company also joined
the AIESEC exchange students program. A Japanese final year student
worked in the company during his summer vacation in 1975. The com-
pany also sponsored students to hold conference in other countries.
The general manager told me that this would spread the name of his
company. With the various ways and constant-promotion, the company
gradually established-its market and image. A few customers were
at present the company's regular clients.
Pricing policy
The costs of each type of gloves were calculated by the
vice-factory manager. The amount of mark up was determined by the
six owners by comparing the prices of their competitors and also by
judging the economic conditions. The factory, therefore, quoted the
price to the company which would send it to the clients. The above
given was the normal procedures of pricing the products. In case of
emergency--for example, the economic recession during 1974-1975--the
company took the active role. Business, in general was so bad that
clients purposely pressed down prices. The company still had to
receive the orders because if it did not other companies would take
them. Besides, receiving the orders would keep the workers working
and the contribution to fix costs was valuable. At that time the
company received orders which quoted prices slightly below the total
costs.
For the specially designed types of gloves, the factory could
demand higher prices because other small factories could not produce
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such kinds of gloves. The factory manager told me that they earned
most with the specially designed gloves. It followed the rules of
economics. For a common product pure competition resulted and one
could not manipulate the price but when one's product differentiated
from others one could quote a different price. Needless to say high
quality gloves would have higher prices.
2.11 Materials Procurement
Leather
The leather purchaser was fully responsible for leather buy-
ing. He went to the New Territories three to four times a week so
that he could make sure that the leather was good. The amount of
leather required depended on the number of orders received and the
quantities of gloves needed. The purchaser always referred to the
schedule and saw if the present amount of leather was enough. He was
aided by the leather controller who gave him figures of the leather
present. The company bought local leather as well as leather mainly
from Japan. I was told by the factory manager that Japanese leather
had better qualities than local leather and was used to produce good
quality gloves. Leather could be roughly classified into two main
branches: split leather and grain leather.
Split leather
A good piece of leather should be above 1.3 mm. thick. The
texture of the leather must be tough and the amount of hair should
be little. Also there should not be holes in the leather. The
colour of the leather should be light grey. If the leather was dark




A good piece of leather should not have cracks or damages
on the outermost surface. The degree of softness must be appropri-
ate. The texture of grade 1 quality was very fine and soft. The
thickness of the leather was also an important point to be considered
for its good quality.
Purchasing leather was not at all easy. Leather merchants
usually cheated by putting inferior quality leather with good leather.
Also some leather turned bad due to insufficient drying and process-
ing in the tanneries. Fungi would grow on the surface of the leather
which caused it to turn bad. Claims were made and sometimes refund
or discount would be granted by the tanneries.
Cloth, cuffs and rubber bands etc.
The vice-factory manager ordered the miscellaneous raw materi-
als that were needed for gloves production. Ordering was by tele-
phone. He was well acquainted with two suppliers and they would send
in raw materials promptly. He examined the cloth by using a magni-
fier. He counted the number of stitches within one centimetre. If
the texture was too loose he would reject the cloth.
Ribbon also posed difficulty. The degree of paste used in
the processing of the ribbon was important. The ribbon was used for
lining the rim of the welting gloves. However, if the ribbon was
too hard or too soft, the ribbon after passing through the butterfly
head would not fold properly. There must be a certain hardness that
the linings sewed beautifully. The above problem happened twice and
the whole pile of ribbon was changed.
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The lubricating oil for sewing machines and cutting machines,
called white oil, was also ordered by the vice-factory manager. One
tank could be used for about one month.
The process of procuring raw materials was therefore mainly
by negotiating and personal relationship. Other substances that
were not routinely bought would be discussed among the owners. Once
the purchaser proposed to buy a machine which would button the gloves.
The machine caused $20,000. After discussion his proposal was re-
jected because the new machines would no longer be useful after the
particular operation. Another instance was that an industrial gloves
factory closedown. The purchaser got the news and he immediately asked
the other five owner's opinions of procuring the closed down factory's
equipment. They decided quickly and contacted the factory. They got
a deal and bought in ten sewing machines, six cutting machinese and
other related equipment. The price of the equipment was cheap and
they could increase the fix assets at a price much lower than the
market price but yet the machines and equipment were quite new.
2.12 Wages and Incentive
Wages of the sewing girls, cutting machine workers and all
manual labours were given in piece-rate. That was more they worked
the more money they would obtain. Also there was no fixed time for
them to leave the factory. If they had other things to do they were
free to leave earlier but they had to record their time of leaving
on their cards. But workers usually worked full time and they tried
to make use of every minute.
The piece rate for sewing gloves varied with different types
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of gloves, mainly depending on the complexity and difficulty of sew-
ing. The monthly salaries Of sewing workers varied from 1600-- 900.
Similarly the wage rate of cutting leather varied with the
types of leather used and the size of the knife--models used. The
wage rate varied from $750- $1,000 per month.
The turn-over gloves age rate, as mentioned before, depended
on the length of the gloves, the hardness of the leather and the
numbers of fingers needed to be turned over. The wage rate varied
from 1720- $900 per month.
The wage rate for ironing and packaginr-T gloves varied and
depended on the length and the weight of the gloves. 'he weight of
the gloves counted because cartons had to be piled up and the packager
gave out more energy when the cartons were heavy. The wage rate
varied from $900- $1,320 per month. Wages were given twice, on 5th
and 20th of each month.
Executives and workers that were paid monthly had fixed
salaries. They were paid once per month and the date of payment was
on the first of each month. The date did not overlap with that of
the workers.
The piece wage-rate could be considered as an incent ve.
The more the workers worked the more mould they earn. Some male
workers worked until the very late in the day. Reward was propor-
tional to their efforts remade.
The factory manager encouraged the workers to be punctual
and not to leave early by introducing on attendence award. The
award would be counted twice per month but the total amount would
be given once per month. '.Workers should come before 9:30 a.m. If
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he or she was late less than two times, he/she would still get the
award but they would deprive of such benefit if they were late for
more than two times. The award was $30 per month for each worker.
Another incentive system which called leather award was in-
troduced to encourage the cutting machine workers to save leather.
Cutting machine workers could save a lot or waste a lot depending on
how he managed the knife-models. Without a reward, the workers would
cut as fast as possible at their convenience without taking any
notice on the amount of leather used. With this incentive system
introduced, workers would save and measure the leather pieces and
estimated how much they could save.
The 'leather award' was calculated as followed:-
The cutting machine supervisor measured the area of each
knife-model and calculated the area of leather needed to make one
glove. Let the area be A sq. ft. The quantities of leather needed
to make one hundred gloves would be equal to 100 times the amount
measured previously, that was, 100 x A sq. ft. If a worker could
cut semi-finished leather parts of more than 100 gloves using an
area of 100 x A square feet, the extra leather parts would be counted
as leather award. He got a double income- the extra leather parts
would be counted as part of his wages and the area saved would be
given an award of 200 per sq. ft. In giving the leather rolls to
the workers the leather controller usually gave a little bit more
than the calculated amount.
The expected amount of leather parts could only be obtained
if the leather was good. If there were holes or damaged areas on
the leather workers had to avoid these parts. In this case workers
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were unlucky. This was because workers wasted their time in avoiding
the had portions but in the end produced less than expected. Workers
became discouraged if they always got bad rolls. In order to look
after the income of the workers, a return system was developed. A
worker could return the bad portions that were useless for any part
of the gloves to the leather con-,roller. An amount of money equal
to half the costs of that area would be given to the workers. This
could be considered as a compensation system rather than an incentive
system.
2.13 Job Evaluation
Job evaluation was mainly on a subjective basis. The factory
manager also acted as the personnel manager. He employed new workers,
executives and servants.
The sewing girls were classified into two main groups: One
was for sewing ordinary types of gloves and the other sewed full
leather gloves. The girls sewing full leather gloves had good ex-
perience and earned more. The factory manager had recently changed
two girls from the ordinary type of gloves group to the full leather
gloves group. The factory manager told me that the two girls had
potential, though they did not work as long as some girl's in the
ordinary type of leather gloves group.
Similarly, the cutting workers were selected by the factory
manager. Four to five of them were appointed to cut high quality
leather parts. They earned more than the workers who cut the ordinary
leather only.
Since communication was so informal, everyone could talk to
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each other. A person's, character, ability, temperament and potential
could be observed easily. During the meeting in the holding company
each executive's performance was discussed and evaluated, while the
workers' performance was evaluated at the discretion of the factory
manager only.
2.14 Employee Services
The factory had bought labour insurance for its workers. An
instance happened that a sewing girl accidentally ran a pin through
her second finger. She went to see a doctor immediately and rested
for three days. During the period she was compensated by the insur--
arc e company.
All essential medical care was ready in the factory. Bandages,
plastic bands, mercuric-chrome, iodine, sun-burn balm, white flower
oil and tiger balm oil were free to be used by workers.
A very good telephone service was provided. Porkers were
asked to answer telephone calls through microphone. Executives in
the main office were responsible for this service. The one nearest
to the phone or the one who was least busy answered the to Lephone and
spoke through the microphone. A switch board was also used for con-
necting the line up to the upper floor.
Employees were provided with hot water and they could drink
as much as they wished. The purchaser also arranged some recrea-
tional programs for the workers.
For executives, the factory provided free lunch for them
while two of them were also provided with sunyper. A company car was
provided for the purchaser who had to contact the tanneries in the
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New Territories three to four times a week.
2,15 Mana7ement Attitudes and Leadership Toyle
The management aimed at efficient allocation or resources,
a good return on investment and good control of the whole factory.
But it also considered: the welfare of the workers. The owner' s
philosophy was that products could not be produced without the help
of workers. They must be ensured to have a stable life. Some wovrr k-
ers had very low salaries during July and August 1975. The factory
subsidized some money for the workers.
The leadership style was congruent with the management atti
tude. Since the factory manager had been at a senior post in main-
land China, he understood the technique of managing workers. He rrix E
well with the workers but yet the workers looked upon him with awe.
The rest of the executives also mixed well with the workers. Workers
also understood their own positions in the factory and would do their
work accordingly.
However, the behaviour of the factory manager was flexible.
r,qo workers that did not behave themselves he would become very
strict. A worker in the packaging and ironing section was famous
for gambling. ng. He was always late to work and, worst of all, he
aroused other workers to gamble with him. The factory manager warned
him once and from then on he dared not ask other workers to gamble
with him. A cutting machine worker behaved badly. After three times
of warnning he still did not change. The factory manager dismissed
him, even though he was his relative.
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2.16 Human Relations of Workers
Peer-relations of sewing
and cutting workers
Each worker had his/her own fixed location. Sewing girls
liked to listen to radio. They put the ear-phones on so that the
sound from the radio would not disturbed others. It was not so con-
venient for male workers to put on the ear-phones since they had to
stand working all day. The confinement to a fix place limited the
workers to speak with their neighbours. However, workers with same
interests and characters grouped themselves together at rest, during
lunch and after work. The table-tennis table in the upper floor
also helped to cultivate friendship among the male workers. On the
whole the relations among workers was good.
Peer-relations of turn-over
gloves workers
The workers in this group were the most talkative. This
section was located in the upper floor which was not so noisy as
downstairs. There were five workers in this section, three female
workers and two male workers. One of the female workers liked to
talk very much and one would not feel dull when working with her.
Peer-relations of ironing
and packaging workers
The characteristic of this section was joking. The leadman
of this section liked to joke with his fellow workers and one could
always hear them laughing.
Management-worker relations
Interactions between workers and most supervisors were con-
fined to work related matters only. Actions taken by supervisors
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included giving instructions to workers on work specification and
quality standards, despatching work and collecting of work-in-process
etc. Supervisors maintained good relationships with the workers and
they influenced them through personal relationships rather than
authority.
The leather purchaser was one of the owners ,%ho had particu-
larly good relationships with the workers. He was young, energetic
and still a bachelor. He organized a football team for the workers
and played with them. He was the main mediator and co-ordin_ator with
the male workers.
Sometimes the executives also helped in packaging the gloves.
In August 1975 a Canadian client required that each pair of gloves
should be in one plastic bag. This type of packaging required a lot
of man power. Nearly the whole executive team was in force. The
factory manager, the vice-factory manager, the two accountants, the
leather controller and I helped the packaging section to finish the
job. Therefore, the workers always co-operate because they under-
stood that management and workers were working towards the same goal
-- the success of the factory.
2.17 Human Relations of Management
Peer-relations of management
Relations among the executives were on the whole in harmony.
The factory manages had a very pleasant character. He always liked
to talk about his past experience. He was very learned and was
always the consultant of many workers and executives. Supervisors
rejorted periodically to the factory manager and they always
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reflected the progress and condition of their own sections. The
two accountants also always asked for the advice of the vice-factory
manager who was always willing to tell them.
The good relations of the management team mi ght be due to
the fact that they were either friends or relatives of the owners
and they understood each other well. However, the cutting machine
supervisor was not co-operative. The factory manager told me that he
had been very diligent in the past but sudden y became un-cooperative.
Relations of management with
the holding company
The top executives of the factory worked closely with the
holding company. The factory manager, the vice-factory manager and
the purchaser were three of the six owners of the company and the
factory. They frequently held meetings at the holding company. The
holding company no doubt worked with the factory together as one
unit. Four of the owners were relatives and the other two were good
friends of them. It was a typical type of Chinese family business.
The purchaser went to the company whenever he did not go to the New
Territories. He therefore also had very glod relations with the
employees in the holding company.
A manager responsible folthe factory was sent from the
holding company to the factory about once per week. He was an expert
in leather and he was eager to find out low the factory was going
on. The general manager of the company seldom went to the factory
except ,when accompaning the clients. He accompanied potential buyers
and foreign agents to the factory, where the factory manager would
explain everything in detail to the visitors.
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2.18 Morale and Motivation in
Employee Relations
Besides the incentive system mentioned earlier the factory
manager organized various activities which helped to motivate the
workers. The table-tennis table in the upper floor was a form of
recreational facilities. The football team of the factory also
promoted friendship among workers and good will of the factory.
Workers trained themselves nearly every night after work and they had
a sense of belonging in the team. The club organized by the pur-
chaser, also helped to promote better relationship among workers.
The purchaser was very generous and the workers were always his
guests.
A large function was organized once per year. This was the
new Year's Party. Members of the holding company and all the members
of all its subsidary factories joined together to celebrate the New
Year. More than four hundred people participated in this grand
occasion.
The adverse side of having
too much activities
The workers might be spoiled by too many activities. They
seemed to have too much to enjoy. During my stay in the factory I
visited the four other subsidiaries factories. I discovered that
the present factory was in everything better than the other four
factories except one thing: the morale of the workers. Workers in
the other four factories worked very hard. They arrived early and
left late and their working conditions were not so good as the factory.
The reason for the different in attitude of workers towards their
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jobs might be due to the influence of the external environment. The
four subsidiary factories were located in the New Territories and
most of the workers came from New Territories while the factory now
studied was located in Kowloon. Workers from New Territories were
simpler and they led a plain life but workers in the factory got
used to the luxurious life and they were detracted by many other
things.
On the whole the morale of the factory was good when compared
with many other factories. No strikes or labour disputes had ever
happened and many workers told me that they were satisfied with
their work.
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3.0 AFTER MY ARRIVAL
During the interview for my summer job at the holding com-
pany with the general manager, he asked me to take responsibility
of the quality control and also to watch out for improvement of
the factory as a whole. I accepted the challenge and agreed to turn
up on June 15, 1975. The manager of the holding company who was
responsible for the factory asked me to attend a meeting in the
factory where he would introduce me to the executives. Two days
before I started working I attended the general meeting in the fac-
tory. I was greatly amazed by their warmth welcome and I was placed
quite high in the organizational chart. My title was 'special
assistant to the factory manager' and not quality controller as I
expected. With this title I was not only responsible for the pro-
duct quality but the general performance of the factory as a whole.
But my main job was to assure good product quality. I was completely
a stranger to the factory and during the first few days I put all my
effort to understand and study the whole factory. The factory manager
was very kind'and he explained every query I raised. I began my work
after I had a feel for the general operation of the whole factory.
3.1 Daily Duties of A Quality Controller
Since there was no quality control system or section in the
factory I was the only person taking charge of it. Besides knowing
the general operation of the whole factory, the factory manager
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taught me how to determine whether a pair of gloves was good or not.
Each part of the glove had to be considered. The size, colour, the
nature of the leather and labour skill had to be considered. He
asked me to do sampling inspection at the packaging section first.
After familiarized with all the defects of the gloves I began to
inspect other sections as well.
As a quality controller my daily duties were very routine.
There were five sections for me to inspect. I started from the
cutting machine section at the eighth floor first, inspecting the
semi-finished leather parts the workers had fastened up and also the
leather parts they were working on. The quality standard of each
order as I was told by the factory manager was different even for the
same kinds of products because different clients required differently.
Therefore judgement was required in determining whether to accept or
reject a certain types of qualities. The factory manager gave me
a list of the clients and told me the requirements of each client*
Any defects would be recorded down in a book. I wrote down the
numbers of the workers, what mistakes they made, the quantities of
defective items and the date when the mistakes were made. The re-
cords were for reference and a guide to progress. I also gave par-
ticular attention to those workers who always made mistakes. After
inspecting the cutting machines workers I went to the sewing machine
section where I inspected the gloves that were just finished by the
sewing girls. I also looked at how they sewed the gloves. If I
discovered them sewing gloves in the wrong ways I would advise them
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to correct their mistakes or methods. Besides looking at the
workers sewing the gloves, I also inspect the well-sewed gloves that
were handed out by the girls and were placed in the wooden cages.
It took me some time to inspect there and I tried to look at as
many as possible. I also recorded the mistakes in a record book
similar to that used in the cutting machine section.
After inspecting in the eighth floor I went upstairs. The
cutting machine section was the first for me to inspect. Similar
procedures were used for inspecting semi-finished leather parts as
downstairs. Next came the turn-over gloves section and this was the
easiest section to inspect. What the workers had to fulfill was that
the turn-over gloves should be in good 'shape' and any defects or
damages discovered should be singled out and not put in the produc-
tion processes. I spent the least of my time there. The next sec-
tion was the ironing section. Ironing of gloves usually caused no
trouble but workers had to pick out the bad gloves rather than pass
them on to the packaging section. I looked at the gloves they ironed
and tried to find any defects. The last and also the most important
section was the packaging section. Goods would leave the factory
after passing through this section. I tried my best to discover de-
fective gloves that had not been found in previous sections. The
method employed was random sampling. I picked on well wrapped loves
randomly and I inspected each glove to see if it was up to standard.
4 A quality controller acted as a staff and he should look at
the products objectively and should not tell the workers what to do.
But my duty was not only a quality controller and i should take care
other operation of the factory as well.
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I spent most of my time there. It took about forty minutes to ins-
pect twelve pairs of gloves. I usually inspected thirty-six pairs
in the morning and another thirty-six pairs in the afternoon. Some-
times I had to inspect the leather purchased from tanneries but the
leather controller would do most of this job and my inspection was
only supplementary.
I made up a time schedule for each day's work. It took about
one hour and forty minutes to complete a round. That was twenty min-
utes spent in the cutting machine section downstairs, twenty minutes
spent in the sewing machine section, ten minutes spent in the cutting
machine section upstairs, ten minutes spent in the turn-over gloves
section and forty minutes in the ironing and packaging section. I
walked around twice each morning, which took a total of three hours
and twenty minutes. Every day I started working at 9:00 a,m. and had
lunch break at 1:00 p.m. I had lunch in the factory with all the exe-
cutiTes. After lunch I could do whatever I liked before 2:00 p.m.
'dhen work resumed. Sometimes I slept, sometimes I played table tennis
with some of the workers in the upper floor and many times workers
who studied in evening schools asked me to teach them English. In the
afternoon I usually walked around once following the same procedures
mentioned above. During my walk the factory manager would ask me to
pay special attention to certain aspects of a specific order. I
remembered once I had to inspect nearly each of the 200 pairs of
gloves sent to Canada. The factory manager told me that this was a
new client who might become a large customer, and the quality of the
first purchase had to be extra good. I spent a few days inspecting
the gloves.
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In the middle of July the holding company sent a potential
quality controller to the factory and he was directly under me. His
job would be responsible for the quality control of all the subsidi-
aries factories. Since he was comparatively new in this field he ha(
to learn in the factory. He helped me to inspect some of the gloves
and he was of great help to me, especially in busy hours. He stayed
in the factory for two weeks and left in the early August.
3.2 Difficulties Encountered
It was quite obvious that workers did not want to be watched.
The most difficult job was to deal with workers. During the first
few days of my inspection many workers reported to the factory manager
and said that I interfered with their work, I disturbed the order of
their semi-finished leather parts and I imposed psychologica-1 press-
ure upon them. The factory manager stood on my side and manipulated
all the complaints tactfully. As a matter of fact I did not have
the slightest idea of causing inconvenience to the workers. All
their complaints were just a protest against my inspection of their
work. Keeping this in mind, I had to be extremely careful with my
speech and action. I tried to be fair to each of them. I remembered
once when a worker slept very late the previous night because of
gambling, and he had lost a lot of money. The following day he per-
formed badly and four sets of the leather parts were very much under
standard. I took away these four sets and marked down the positions
where I took away the parts. The worker was away for tea when I ins-
pected his position. Later he came back, discovered what I had done,
and became very angry. He found me on the upper floor and scolded me for
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disturbing his pile of leather parts. I accompanied him downstairs
to his position and-explained that I had not disturbed his leather
parts and I showed him the positions where I took the leather parts
away. I also said some good words to him and he then began to calm
down. This kind of situation often happened and it depended on how
I controlled the atmosphere. Workers were usually straight forward
people. I would not argue with them because in so doing would only
aggravate the condition. The sewing girls were easier to deal with.
Even though they did not like my inspection they did not react
violently.
Sometimes it was very difficult to decide whether a certain
kind of gloves met the quality standard. Different customers had
different requirements. If I had queries about the quality of cer-
tain types of gloves I went to see the factory manager. Since there
was no absolute standard managers in the factory had different ideas
about the quality. Some had more lenient policy while the other had
more tight policy. I had to be the middle man neither requiring too
high nor too low quality.
3.3 What Does Y2uality Control Mean?
After familiarized with the routine procedures of inspecting
quality I proposed a quality control system to the factory manager.
The present system I was working at was too simple and incomplete
and I tried to convince the factory manager by putting forward a
quality control system both theoretically and practically.
Definition of quality control
Quality control is the overall system of activities whose
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purpose is to provide a quality of product or service that meets
the needs of users.5 The aim of quality control is to provide
quality that is satisfactory, adequate, dependable and economical.
The overall system involves integrating the quality aspects of
several related steps and includes: the proper specification of
what is wanted production to meet the full intent of the specifica-
tion inspection to determine whether the resulting product or
service is in accord with the specification. The quality control
system should also be looked upon as a total system. Its activities
begin once the raw materials enter the factory and continue through
all the processes of the factory. Unlike after work inspection, which
only inspect the finished products, this practice discovers defects
that are too late to be corrected. The defective finished goods had
to be thrown away. A quality control system ensures that management
will know any defects immediately at each process and so they can take
appropriate action. accordingly. This would ensure effective alloca-
tion of human resources and materials.
My main job involved the identification of customer require-
ment, the inspection of purchased materials, the in-process inspec-
tion of manufacturing processes, final inspection and test, stor=i.rig
and packing.
3.4 Proposal for A quality Control System
The management under the existing system did not give any
quality standard of leather to workers f cr reference. I proposed
5NCR, Philosophy of Quality and mheorv of Quality Cost Manage-
ment, QA-101, Corporate Quality Assurance, August, 1971 p. 18.
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that before the issuing of each order the management should give a
standard sample of that order for the workers to use as a reference.
The leather purchased under the present system was not clas-
sified. The leather controller did not identify the rolls and he
only recorded down the measurements when workers received the leather
I proposed that each roll of leather should be numbered and measured
well before hand. The leather controller also recorded down the
types of leather, colour, grade and characteristics of the leather
roll along with the measurement of the roll. Therefore, when the
workers came to the leather controller and received leather, the
controller would know immediately which roll would be most suitable
for the worker by looking at the record book.
For the rest of the production processes I proposed a Num-
bered System. Under the existing system the work-in-processes could
not be identified for each order received. That meant the semi-
finished leather parts in the cutting machine section and the well
sewed gloves in the sewing machine section could be the products of
two or more orders and I could not calculate the percentage of defec-
tives in each section of each order. Since the cutting machine
workers fastened twelve pairs of semi-finished leather parts together
in one pile and the sewing girls handed in the well-sewed gloves in
twelve pairs per cluster, the management could issue a certain number
of wooden plates with the order number written on a plastic paper
stuck on the wooden plate to the cutting machine workers, so that
the work-in-process of each order could be identified. For instance,
order ABC of Canada required 100 dozens industrial gloves. 100
dozens of industrial gloves would require 100 wooden plates each of
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which had ABC stuck on them. These wooden plates were distributed
to the cutting machine workers who were responsible for these gloves.
During my inspection, I could know how many semi-finished leather
parts belonged to order ABC and how many belonged to other orders
and I could calculate the percentage of defectiveness of order ABC
in the cutting machine section. When the semi-finished leather parts
were passed on to the sewing girls the wooden plates were also carrie
along. Similarly, the well-sewed gloves carried the wooden plates
and passed on to the turn-over gloves section and so on. 1.41ith this
System the exact degree of defectiveness of each order in each section
could be identified, and better control resulted.
Besides the proposal of the identification method of each
order in each process, I also proposed that each turn-over gloves
worker should be given a number and the worker should fasten the well
turn-over gloves with the string bearing his own number. The aim of
this practice was to make sure that management could identify which
worker performed badly. Similarly, the packagin section workers
were given numbers to identify themselves. For high quality gloves,
the workers responsible for the final packaging placed a small piece
of paper bearing his own number inside the plastic bag. Therefore if
there were any complaints from the customers, the workers involved
would be responsible.
I discussed the system with the factory manager. He said
that the idea was very good and he had thought about it before but
he doubted the practicability of the system. He gave me a hint that
the factory produced different variety of gloves and usually two to
three types of gloves were manufactured each day. The system I
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proposed would involve too much manpower and the job would be too
complicated, but he asked me to propose my system at the company's
meeting.
3.5 Meetin Held in the Holdi ng Company
On July 1, 1975 I attended the board meeting in the holding
company. I had to give a report about my work in the factory and
they were all satisfied with my performance. After my presentation
of the report, the chairman asked me if I had anything to say. I
proposed the quality control system immediately. They all agreed
that the system was good but they questioned the amount of money,
time and manpower necessary to implement this system. The general
manager of the company consulted the advice of the factory manager
and the vice-factory manager. Both of them said that time and man-
power involved in preparing the wooden plates were too great and
the results obtained would not justify the amount of resources spent.
If four types of gloves .-sere made, four types of wooden plates would
'oe required and it took quite a long time to prepare the plates. Be-
sides, the workers would find it too complicated to locate the right
wooden plate on the right pile of semi-finished leather parts. The
idea of identifying the work-in-processes by order was therefore
turned down. But the idea of issuing a standard sample, numbering
the leather rolls and giving each worker a number in the turn-over
gloves section and the ironing and packaging sections was accepted.
At the end of the meeting, the general manager asked me to pay more
attention to the improvement of management control and he also asked
me to write a quality assurance manual and job specifications of
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supervisors in each section.
3.6 Manual and Specifications Written
After the new quality Control System was carried out, the
workers became more cautious with their work because, once identified
as being the cause of any defects, the worker involved would be res-
ponsible for the defects. Defects decreased greatly and I could
spare some time studying the organization and writing up the manual
and specifications.
Job specifications of the leather controller, the cutting
machine section supervisor and the storing and issuing section
supervisor were written.
A Quality Assurance Manual was also written. It gave a
general quality assurance system which could be applied in other
situations as well. Copies of the quality control reports and
quality assurance manual are found in the appendix.
3.7 Experiment Performed to See The Effect of
Supervision on The Performance of
Workers-- Theory X and Theory Y
Theory
One of the most widely held concepts of modern management
was proposed by Douglas McGregor in his Theory X- Theory Y theory
of management. According to McGregor, the conventional concept of
management's task in harnessing human energy can be stated in three
terms referred to as Theory X.6
6Douglas McGregor, Leadership and Motivation, Fourth printing,
The M. I. T. Press, 1972 page 5.
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(1)
Management is responsible for organizing the elements of pro-
ductive enterprise-- money, materials, equipment, people--
in the interest of economic needs.
(2)
With respect to people, this is a process directing their
efforts, motivating them, controlling their action, modifying
their behaviour to fit the needs of the organization.
(3)
Without this active intervention by management, people would be
passive-- even resistant-- to organizational needs. They
must therefore be persuaded, rewarded, punished, controlled--
their activities must be directed.
McGregor also proposed a different theory of managing people,
which he calls 'Theory Y', based on certain assumptions about human
nature and motivation. His theory makes practical application of
our knowledge about man's psychological needs. He states the prin-
ciple elements of his theory? as follows:
(1)
Management is responsible for organizing the elements of pro-
ductive enterprise-- money, materials, equipment, people--
in the interest of economic needs.
(2) People are not by nature passive or resistant to organizational
needs. They have become so as a result of experience in or-
ganizations.
(3) The motivation, the potential for development, the capacity
for assuming responsibility, the readiness to direct behaviour
toward organizational goals are all present in people. Manage-
7Douglas McGregor, Leadership and Motivation, Fourth
printing, The M.I.T. Press, 1972, page 15.
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ment does not put them there. It is a responsibility of manage-
ment to make it possible for people to recognize and develop
these human characteristics for themselves.
(2+) The essential task of management is to arrange organizational
conditions and methods of operations so that people can achieve
their own goals best by directing their own efforts toward
organizational objectives.
Theory X places exclusive reliance upon external control of
human behaviour, whereas Theory Y relies on self-control and self-
direction.
Objective:-
With the identification of responsibility of each worker and
the quality standard of each order well explained the System was
expected to run well. I, therefore, tried to carry out an experi-
ment to see if the change in system would motivate the workers to do
their own jobs efficiently.
Procedures:-
From my records of defects I picked out three male workers
and three female workers. I numbered them from one to six and their
performance before the experiment was sumed up as follows:-
always did performance not always done badly
his/her steady, sometimes but was willing
jobs well good sometimes to correct when
bad discovered
No. 1male worker No. 2 No. 3
No. 4female worker No. 5 No. 6
I purposely did not inspect their work for two weeks and
tried to see what happened after two weeks.
P.esnl ts : -
After two weeks the following results were obtained and they






























The results showed that the percentage of defectives found
before and after the experiment for No. 1. and No. A workers did not
vary very much. They knew how to do their own jobs even without the
control of the management. However, for No. 2 and No. 3 workers ane
No. 3 and No. 6 workers the percentage defectives greatly increased.
Hence I could not draw any conclusion about the effectiveness of
either Theory X or Theory Y. The culture, personality, character an
upbringing of a worker would influence very much his attitude toward
jobs, and Theory Y would be appropriate only to workers that could
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initiate themselves and had a heart of conscience and responsibility.
On the contrary, Theory X would be suitable.
No. l and No. 4 workers would do their own jobs properly
whether the management would control them or not, but No.2 and No. 5
and No. 3 and No. 6 workers required close supervision before they
would perform well. Also the results reflected that the performance
of workers was unrelated with the sex of the workers.
Conclusion:-
Theory X is the more effective approach in managing the
workers. Most of the workers tried to earn more money and worked
so fast that the quality of their work was not up to standard.
Close supervision is the more effective way to ensure good quality.
3.3 Improvements During My Stay
With the implementation of the new quality control. system.,
the percentage of defectives found in each section decreased
gradually.
The cutting machine workers and the sewing machine workers
were more willing the exchange their raw materials. In the past
they could escape by not taking out any raw:w materials that were not
up to standard.. When they had queries about quality requirements,
the workers began to ask the factory manager or me.
The result of my performance was reflected in the turn-over
gloves section and the ironing and packaging section. The workers
in the mentioned sections told me that in the past more defective
gloves were found than at present. When I did the random sampling
of well packed products in the middle of August, I found that the
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percentage of defects greatly decreased and for certain types of
gloves the percentage was almost zero.
After I left the factory I also contacted the factory perio-
dically. During my visit to the factory in December 1975 the fac-
tory manager told me that all orders during my stay in the factory
were renewed. The customers were very pleased with the good quality
of the gloves and they wrote letters of thanks to the holding company.
The manager said that this was the result of my hard working.
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4.0 MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
4.1 Identification of Several Management
and Operational Problems
After working for about one month in the factory I realized
that the management and operational systems of the factory were not
at all perfect. Certain improvements were needed.
Turn-over gloves section
(1) Turn-over gloves workers reported to the storing and
issuing section the total quantities of gloves they
finished at the end of each working day. The workers
could not remember the code numbers of each type of
gloves and they only described the colour and shape of
the gloves. There could have been mistakes if the re-
corder misunderstood the descriptions given by the wor-
kers. Turn-over gloves workers also reported when other
workers wanted to report. The unfamiliarity of the code
numbers of the gloves could delay other workers. A
queue was often seen.
(2) The wage rate for.turning the welting gloves was nearly
double that of the ordinary industrial gloves. As a
result, workers waited for the welting gloves and neg-
lected the ordinary gloves. Sometimes they even went to
the sewing girls and collected part of the finished-
sewing gloves to turn-over first and collected the rest
of the gloves later on. This situation caused an in-
efficient allocation of time of the workers and also
created chaos in collecting the well-finished sewing
gloves.
Cutting machine section
(1) The cutting machine supervisor could not collect the
semi-finished leather parts on time and. give them to
the storing and issuing section. This caused a time
lag in issuing the work-in-process. When the storing
and issuing section wanted to issue a particular type
of gloves but the cutting machine supervisors still had
not collected them yet, the sewing girls had to wait
for the supervisors to collect the semi-finished
leather parts.
(,i
Sometimes semi-finished leather parts were produced in
amounts more than required. For instance, a customer
required 100 dozen of gloves type The cutting
machine section, sometimes produced 130 dozens or even
more of the semi-finished leather parts. The excess
work-in-process was stored, and the factory had already
stored up a large inventory of a certain type of semi-
finished leather parts. This practice only masted money
because the excess leather parts might or might not be
used next time because of the differences in colour and
texture of the leather.
(3) The assistant supervisor of the cutting machine section
was not co-operative enough. Many times he did Jobs
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that were not urgent and neglected the urgent matters.
When the factory manager discovered t1lis, he quickly
switched to do the urgent matters.
Sewing-machine section
(1) The sewing girls placed their oil-bottles on the sur-
face of their sewing-machine right next to the glove
Oil would easily spill on the gloves and sometimes I
discovered gloves with oil stains on them. These stains
could not be removed easily so that the gloves were
useless.
(2) The sewing girls liked to eat snacks and they threw
gabbaoe on the floor beneath their sewing machines.
They also did not clean their sewing machines and
their work areas.
Sewing girls usually collected extra finger- tips, For(3)
example, if they received two dozen semi-finished lea-
ther parts, they would obtain three dozen, or four
dozens finger-tips, because they were afraid that the
finger-tips would be out-of-stock when they re ei,.ved the
semi-finished leather puts the second time. Also they
dad to match the colour of the gloves with the finger-
tins.
Storing and issuin seotion
(1) The vvork-in-process was stored in this section in a
disorderly manner. The supervisor of this section did
not manage the flow of work-in-process ever, day and
the stocks were stored up liked small "mountains."
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Also some of the work-in-process had chancred its
colour and became useless but the supervisor did not
throw it away. He just put the newly stored work-in-
process with the old materials.
(2) The supervisor and the assistant of this section did
not co-operate well. They had different characters
and each of them did work in his own way. Mistakes
resulted when one of them finished a certain job brat
the other did not know it and did tree job again. Phis
repetition caused errors in the accounting department
but fortunately this situation did not happen too often.
Other org ani zat i ona1 operational
nroble is were:-
(1) The turn-over gloves section was on the upper floor but
the sewing machines for lining were on the lower floor.
The welting gloves that were well sewed by sewing girls
of the sewing machines section were taken upstairs to
the turn-over gloves section. After all the gloves .irere
well turned-over, they were transported downstairs for
sewing up the linings. These procedures created chaos
and too much trouble.
(2) Many times gloves had to be produced in excess quantities,
in case some defects were found in the required lot.
However, the excess gloves accumulated and, after years
of production, the gloves reached many dozens. What to
do with these excess gloves became a problems.
(3) The holding company could change the delivery dates of
the well scheduled orders. This caused trouble in
arranging the production schedule in the factory.
People had to switch from one job to another and the
plant manager had to make sure that the rearrangement
of the schedule would not interfere with the due dates
of other orders. A lot of time was spent in arranging
the schedule.
(1k)
:Sometimes the production schedule could not be planned
because the factory did not have the right kind of lea-
ther. For instance, a customer required grade 1 quality
of a certain type of gloves but- the factory had only
-Leather that was good enough for producing the grade 2
quality products. The production. schedule was post-
poned until the right quality of leather was bought.
The above incident was not due to the irresponsibility
of the raw material (leather) controller of the .Lathe
purchaser but rather to the leather merchants who sold
inferior quality leather to the factory.
(5) if the cutting machine section produced semi-finished
leather parts according to orders, the storing and
issuing section could just issue all the work-in-process
and the finished products would be, correct in number.
However, the cutting machine section always produced
excess work-in-process. If all of them were issued, the




Tnrn-nvpr crlmrpc; .qpnf i nn
(1 ) I cnnrrinp nf + nrn — nvAr a 1 ™Frr»tror»c?
To esnure fast operation and minimize the mistakes due
to the turn-over gloves workers who are ignorant of the
code numbers of gloves, the quantities of gloves could
be recorded when the workers received them rather than
when they handed them in.
(2) A biff difference in wage rates for welting sieves and
ordinary gloves
In order to prevent the struggle for welting gloves and
the neglect of the ordinary gloves, a quota must be used
to limit the quantities of welting gloves for each worker.
Bach of the five turn-over gloves workers could be issued
five dozen welting gloves first, Any one who finished
the five dozen could not get more welting gloves. They
would therefore be forced to turn the ordinary gloves.
When all of them finish their own five dozen and there
are still welting gloves left to be turned, then these
gloves could again be divided among the workers.
f.nf- i' i niT msrhi sprH nn
(l) Could not collect semi-finished leather -parts on time
This was a human problem rather than a management
problem. Perhaps the supervisor could try to be more
alert and always keep in touch with the storing and
i s a ui ns sect i on.
(?) Pr-nrfnri no- leather parts
This problem again was the responsibility of the
supervisor of the cutting machine section. He should
control the figures of semi-finished leather parts
produced. Below twenty pairs of excess gloves produced
would be acceptable. If he had given accurate figures
to the workers the mistakes would not have happened.
(p) The assistant supervisor of the cutting: machine section
was not co-operative enough
Again this was a human problem rather than a management
problem. The assistant should observe the environment
and keep up with the production schedule.
3ewi no mach 1 ne rpcti on
(l) Poor location of oil bottles
The oil bottles should be placed away from the gloves.
Small wooden plates fixed by the side of the foot¬
plates of the sewing machines could be used for placing
the bottles on them.
(2) Gabbage on the floor beneath sewing machines
A rubbish tank should be bought and placed at the
entrance of the sewing machines section. Any rubbish
should be placed in the tank and should not be throwi;
on the floor.
(3) Collect extra finger-tips
The main reasons why the sewing girls got more finger¬
tips than required were:-
a) they were afraid that the finger-tips would easily
be out-of-stock, and
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b) they had to match the colour and texture of the
finger-tips with the leather parts.
To overcome the above two difficulties, a worker could
be employed to select the finger-tips. Finger-tips of
the same colour and textures could be grouped together
and clustered in twenty-four pieces by a rubber band.
The storing and issuing section could issue the semi-
finished leather parts with one cluster of finger-tips.
This would save the time of the sewing workers and also
reduce the use of finger-tips.
Storing & issuing section
(1) Work-in-process was stored not in an orderly manner
The useless materials should be cleared away and all
the work-in-process should be arranged in a well-
organized manner. This should be the job of the storing
and issuing section supervisor and his assistant.
(2) Antagonism between the supervisor and the assistant
This again was a human problem rather than a management
problem. The only remedy was to let them know that co-
operation would benefit them both. If they continued
to act like before, they would only be wasting their
effort and time.
Other organizational & operational problems:-
(1) Inconvenient location of the lining machines
The sewing machines for lining should be moved upstairs.
Then the well turned-over gloves could be lined im-
mediately without being transported downstairs. Also
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the well-lined gloves could be ironed and packaged on
the same floor without having to be transported.
(2) Accumulated excess gloves
Good gloves could be selected from the accumulated
excess gloves and sold to clients who did not have a
high requirement for quality. The excess gloves could
be disposed of and the liquidity of the factory in-
creased.
(3) Frequent changes of schedule by the holding com any
The holding company, if possible, should notify the
factory as soon as possible if there is any change in
the schedule. This would give more time for the
managers to change the production schedule.
(ii) Right kinds of leather may not be available
The purchaser should always keep in touch with the
leather merchants who should provide him with good
quality leather. This depends on the negotiating
power of the purchaser and the relationship between
the company and the merchants.
(5) Cutting machine section and storing and issuing section
need more co-operation
The storing and issuing section should not depend on
the cutting machine section. The supervisor of the
storing and issuing section should have a record of his
own. If the semi-finished leather parts were produced
in excess in the cutting machine section, the storing
and issuing section should only issue the right amount
and the excess should be stored up.
4.3 Meeting Held in the Holding Company
On July 30, 1975, I attended my second Board Meeting of
the holding company. The agenda of the meeting was How to improve
organizational and operational performance of the factory. As a
quality controller, I reported my progress up to the very last date
before the meeting. After my report we proceeded to discuss the
operation of the factory. The chairman asked me to identify some
problems of the factory and to make suggestions for improvements.
I pointed out the problems as given in section 4.1 and also proposed
the possible solutions as given in section 4.2. They accepted most
of my recommendations but turned some down.
Turn-over gloves section
(1) Ignorance of turn-over gloves workers
The result of the discussion was that the turn-over
gloves workers would become more familiar with the
different types of gloves. Eventually turn-over gloves
workers could report the well-turned over gloves accu-
rately and quickly. Therefore the existing procedures
remained.
(2) A big difference in wage rates for welting gloves and
ordinary gloves
The management agreed that the imposing of a quota was
a good system and they were determined to carry it out
in August.
Cutting machine section
The management realized the problems but could not find good
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solutions. They also postponed the human relationship pro-
blems to be discussed after other organizational and opera-
tional problems.
Sewing machine section
(1) Poor location of oil bottles
The management thought that the making of the wooden
plates would cost money and would not be very useful.
An alternative solution, the management decided, was
to ask the sewing girls to put the oil bottles away
from the gloves. They could put them on the floor or
somewhere else that did not interfere with their work.
(2) Gabbage on the floor beneath sewing machines
The management decided to buy a rubbish tank as pro-
posed.
(3) Employing a worker specified to select the finger-tips
This proposal was turned down. The management explained
that the money used to employ a worker specially for
selecting the finger-tips would be more than the mone-
tary value of the amount of finger-tips wasted. In
addition, one worker could only do a limited amount of
work and certainly could not finish selecting all the
finger-tips produced each day. This proposal was there-
fore turned down.
Storing and issuing section
(1) Disorderly storage of work-in-process
The management agreed to put some pressure on the
supervisor of the storing and issuing section on
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August 2, 1975,
Other organizational & operational problems
(1) Inconvenient location of the lining machines
Four sewing machines were to be moved upstairs. This
would save the time of transporting the gloves up and
down.
(2) Accumulated excess gloves
The management told me that many gloves were accumulated
because they did not want to create a bad image by
putting old gloves together with new gloves. They also
wanted to keep their good reputation during the reces-
sion. When the overall world economy becomes better,
they will sell them as low quality goods.
(3) Frequent changes of schedule by the holding company
The chairman said that the holding company had always
been considerate to the factory. Notification was
always as early as possible.
(1-) Right kinds of leather may not be available
The quality of leather was always the biggest problem
it was hard to tell prior to delivery when the leather
was bad and when it was good. The purchaser had made a
strong effort to.create a good relationship with the
tanners and the quality of leather had improved greatly.
Human relations problems of the factory
After the discussion of the above problems, human relations
problems of the factory were discussed. The factory manager said
that the supervisor of the cutting machine section was originally
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very good. He was diligent and conscientious and he was also the
last one to leave the factory. Suddenly he became irresponsible
and did not try to co-operate. The manager talked to him and tried
to find out the answer but he told him nothing. The factory manager
also asked the purchaser, one of his close friends, to talk to him.
Again the purchaser could get nothing out of him. His behaviour
continued until my arrival. The cutting machine section supervisor
also hated the storing and issuing section supervisor. This aggra-
vated the situation.
The management thought that the chances for the two super-
visors to co-operate was small and that some drastic changes had to
be made. One of the managers proposed that an exchange of the
positions of the two supervisors would improve the situation. This
proposal was approved and finalized.
4.4 Radical Changes in the Factory
The next day after the meeting was held, the factory manager
asked the supervisor of the storing and issuing section whether he
would accept the exchange of positions. He accepted. The factory
manager then told the supervisor of the cutting machine section about
the news. The supervisor was very unhappy. He asked what did the
management mean by changing his position. The factory manager under-
stood that both of them would be unfamiliar with their new work and
would help them for a while. The workers had different opinions.
Most of them agreed with the new system. However, the exchange of
positions of the two supervisors puzzled the male cutting workers.
They thought that the supervisor from the storing and issuing section
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may not be able to handle the cutting machine section. However, the
factory manager assured them that the supervisor from the storing
and issuing section could do a good job.
4.5 Effects After Change
The turn-over gloves workers did not run for gloves because
it was no use for them to turn-over the welting gloves so quickly.
Once the quota were reached they could not get more welting gloves
until other workers had also finished their quota.
The co-operation of workers by throwing rubbish and useless
materials into the rubbish tank lightened the job of the servants.
Places were not so dirty as before.
The day after the meeting, the pruchaser asked the super-
visor of the storing and issuing section to clean his own working
areas and rearrange the work-in-process. The storing and issuing
section had a new outlook after all the work-in-process were re-
arranged and cleaned.
The four sewing machines for lining that were moved upstairs
minimized travel congestion inside the factory and the flow of pro-
duction processes was carried out efficiently.
The most important effect was after the exchange of posit-
ions of the two supervisors. The result was unexpectedly good.
The original supervisor of the cutting machine section did not have
bad feelings towards the original assistant of the storing and issu-
ing section. Therefore they co-operated when the original supervisor
of the cutting machine section became the supervisor of the storing
and issuing section. In addition the original supervisor of the
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storing and issuing section understood his section very well. When
he became the supervisor of the cutting machine section he improved
many procedures and tackled the weaknesses of the cutting machine
section. The result was more accuracy in scheduling and in quantity
control. The original supervisor of the cutting machine section
sensed that the company was not satisfied with his job and became
more careful.
On the whole, the factory became more cooperative and effici-
ent. It was at an advantage for the factory to improve its organiza-
tional and management techniques. Otherwise it could not have coped
with the rush of orders when the economy recovered.
4.6 Conclusion
In the foregoing chapters the strengths and weaknesses of
the factory have been revealed. The factory manager motivated and
co-ordinated all employees in the operation of his business. Nego-
tiations with outsiders played a very important role in the manage-
ment of the factory. The three owner managers relied very much on
their own decisions. Personal relations were also an important
factor in recruiting various workers and their recruitment relied
little on the market mechanism. Instead, a high percentage of
workers resorted to the recommendations of friends and relatives
for hiring administrative, clerical and other workers. In many
aspects, the factory operated informally and depended primarily on
direct personal communications. There was few ways of systemati-
cally tackling problems. In fact, simple methods were very much
expected for a simple organization and close personal contacts were
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natural results of small size factories. Since the working proce-
dures were so informal, the success of the factory depended on the
leadership style, attitude, managerial akill and determination of
the owner-managers and the co-operation between workers and execu-
tives. All the problems raised in the previous sections were basi-
cally human problems. Had the human problems been tackled, the
factory could then utilize its human resources and materials to
the fullest.
5.0 A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK TO BE CONSIDERED
FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The opportunity to improve production performance depends,
to a great extent, on the kinds of manufacturing economies that are
available in any given situation. While certain production control
techniques — such as scheduling and cost estimating — can help to
improve the efficiency of the production, there are other key fac¬
tors which influence the costs of operation and yet cannot normally
be changed or controlled in the short run. The small businessman
who seeks to improve production performance should be aware of the
extent to which manufacturing economies are attainable and the degreno w
to which certain uncontrollable factors can cause his production
costs to varv.
Factors which are usually uncontrollable in the short rur
i r rl nr? o •
1. Product design. This involves the type of item to be
produced and the volume reauired.
2. Type of capacity. This concerns the technical skills
that are available as vell as the kind of machinery
o-nr! omui r.mpn'h _
3 Amount of capacity. This involves the size of plant,
scale of production facilities, and plant layout.
The primary factors over which management does have some im¬
mediate control in attempting to improve production performance are:
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1. Effective use of capacity. This involves the complete
utilization of plant and equipment to produce the items
required according to desired specifications.
2. Efficient use of capacity. This concerns operating the
available facilities as economically as possible with
emphasis on production cost control, quality control,
shedulin, and inventory control.
5.1 Manufacturing_ Economies
This section will focus mainly on those factors which must
be considered to achieve a more effective and efficient use of a
manufacturing firm's capacity. After a short discussion pertaining
to the influence of product design and plant layout on manufacturing
economies, the essentials of production control, quality control,
purchasing and inventory control are discussed.
Product design
The type of item to be produced, the volume required, and
the number of product variations to be offered all have a signifi-
cant influence on manufacturing economies. There is, in fact, an
inevitable conflict in product-design decisions between the sales
viewpoint and the production viewpoint.
The sales viewpoint advocates as many product variations as
possible so that the greatest number of customers can be satisfied.
In this respect, the businessman will be concerned not only with the
form or shape of an item and its intended functions but also with
the different colours, sizes, and styles that different customer
groups may want.
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The production viewpoint advocates a few product variations
as possible in order to minimize manufacturing and distribution
costs. In this respect, the factory will be concerned primarily
with longer production runs, less complicated purchasing and schedul-
ing procedures, lower inventory levels and lower transportation
costs.
The ideal solution is to find a middle ground, but leaning
toward the sales viewpoint if necessary. After all, items must be
produced to satisfy the customers. Adding attachments and accesso-
ries to the basic item is one way of satisfying both viewpoints.
This allows long production runs on the basic item but still pro-
vides a large variety for the customer.
Plant layout
The relationship among workers, machinery, tools, materials-
handling equipment and auxillary equipment is an important factor
in the efficient operation of any plant. The layout and work flow
often affect customer service levels as well as the opportunity to
achieve significant internal economies. Many dollars are spent on
plant layout each year to attain optimum operating conditions.
Objectives of good plant layout
There are four main objectives which should be considered
in reviewing the layout of- a plant. The first is customer service.
This involves the desire for shorter and more reliable
delivery dates and a better-quality product. A reliable delivery
date depends on a smooth, uninterrupted flow of products through
the plant. Efforts should be made to eliminate potential bottle-
necks due to unbalanced machine capacity- as, for example, when
only one machine is available but two are actually needed in order
to keep up with the flow of production from other parts of the
plant.
The second objective is to lower production costs. Good
plant layout can facilitate a continuous flow of materials and
finished goods, which makes it possible to achieve a more effective
use of capacity. Materials-handling costs can also be significantly
reduced.
The third objective is to achieve a higher turnover of cur-
rent assets. The factory should recognize that its rate of return
of invested capital is a function of both profit margin and turn-
over. Sometimes it is more profitable to minimize the margin
(charge a lower price) if a higher turnover can be achieved with no
additional investment. A faster flow of work through the plant
serves to increase the rate of inventory turnover. It also serves
to reduce the amount of inventory that has to be carried. This all
adds up to higher productivity per square foot of floor space,
which means a higher rate of profitability.
The final objective of good plant layout is to improve
organization morale. This is a side effect which ultimately can
increase production efficiency. Good layout results in less physi-
cal effort being expended by the workers, fewer accidents and greater
pride in the organization. Good working conditions are highly valued
by most employees.
Forms of plant layout
A plant can be organized on four different bases: (1) by
product, (2) by process, (3) by characteristics of the equipment,
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or (4) by physical dispersion of operations. The first type of
organization is an assembly line or continuous type of operation,
in which the machines are arranged so that the product flows through
the various operations to be performed. This setup is more common
in larger manufacturing companies.
In the process operation, the machines in each. department
are different, and the work flows between departments. This setup
is best for a small firm engaged in intermittent manufacturing
since it groups equipment by type and gains maximum flexibility in
use.
Arranging by characteristics of equipment means to put
together all equipment of the same general class but not necessarily
the same type. An example would be to place all grinding equip-
ment in one area and all presses in another.
The fourth arrangement is used when a company is housed
in more than one physical location. The stamping operation, for
example, might be in one building and the assembly in another. This
is common in small companies that are growing. Either of these
last two methods may be used to segregate noisy, dirty, or heat-
producing operations from the rest of the plant.
5.2 Production Control
Production control acts as the nervous system of the business.
Its function is to tell the plant what kind of parts to make, when
to produce them, and how to make them. After parts are made, orders
must be issued as to what products to make out of which parts. Manu-
facturing is a directed process, and production control gives the
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directions.
Functions of production control
What are the functions of production control? There are
certain elements, however, which seem to be fairly common:
1. Make up master production schedules.
2. Determine manpower needed to fulfill the schedules.
3. Receive orders to manufacture products.
4. Prepare orders for parts from the product orders.
5. Determine materials required.
6. Operate stock room and maintain the stocks.
7• Establish the routing for a product relative to opera-
tions and machines (only done on initial order).
8. Make production order directing operations to make
parts and products.
9• Make schedules for performance of operations and use of
machines.
10. Be certain that all items needed for production will be
ready when needed.
11. Assign jobs to certain workers.
12, Direct the movement of work in progress.
13, Control schedules and correct delays.
14 0 Reschedule when necessary if behind schedule or for a
change in order size.
15. Control supply of finished parts and products.
16. Supply information relative to the progress of orders.
17. Help make cost estimates on new orders.
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Scheduling
The first factor to be considered in shceduling production
is plant capacity. Capacity can be quickly adjusted up or down to
meet requirements by increasing or decreasing the number of man-
hours. This can be accomplished by varying overtime, the number
of shifts the plant is operating, or the number of persons employed,
If this does not meet the need, more machines can be added or the
plant expanded. But these are permanent increases and the manager
had better be sure that the business surge is going to continue
before making this type of change. It is the production manager's
responsibility to tell top management whether the schedule can be
met or not. It is the top management's job to decide on adding or
expanding facilities. It is extremely important to check the overal
quantities ordered against plant capacity regularly so that quick
and effective corrective action can be taken. Is it within the
plant's capacity to produce the products needed? If the orders re-
ceived are below the plant's capacity, workers may have to be put
on short hours and the customers given short delivery dates. If the
orders are pressing capacity or beyond, workers may be put on over-
time and customers given long delivery time. As orders accumulate,
it is advisable to work steady schedules and quote longer delivery
dates to customers, if this is-possible. After the production
manager has settled on a schedule, he must, of course, issue orders
to the plant to perform the operation. He will want to tell the
plant what to make, how many to make, and when and how to make them.
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Cost estimating
Production management does not make the actual cost esti-
mate very often, but it must work with the engineering and sales
departments to accomplish this task. In job-lot manufacturing, cost
estimating is very important since costs quoted on jobs are deter-
mined by the expected cost of producing the items. Costs must be
quoted close to expectation but it is not desirable to bid so low
that money is lost.
Cost estimating involves doing cost accounting in advance.
The expected costs of materials, labour, and overhead must be cal-
culated. To make an estimate of material cost, the following must
be determined: the parts required, the quality of material to be
used, the operations required for each part, and finally any special
tooling needed. For big jobs, estimates may be a starting point for
negotiations. The customer may demand lower costs. If the order
is big and the costs close, it may be wise to take the order. Over-
head costs will be covered and employees will keep working. As time
goes by, some ways may also be found to gain profits for the opera-
tion. Large volume also allows greater mechanization. This causes
higher tolling costs but gives lower production costs.
5.3 quality Control
Just what is quality in the eyes of the customers? Does
the consumer expect different a quality for products of different
prices? Does the consumer always think of a high-price product when
we speak of a quality item? Generally speaking, the consumer re-
lates price to quality and expects to get the quality that is paid
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for.
Design versus production quality
Levels of quality are determined by specifications of
quality and workmanship, the former being design and the latter
production. The specifications on a particular product state
the appropriate product quality level. The quality level is de-
termined by the specifications of the product. In a real sense,
these are different products rather than one product therefore we
refer to them as differentiated products. The manufacturer makes
the decision on the quality of products to be produced.
Quality control is concerned with critical characteristics
of a product. These are characteristics which, if not achieved
closely, will result in the customer being dissatisfied with the
product. Or they may result in difficulty at the next production
stage. This could be true in both Cases if the product is not of
proper size, for example. The critical characteristics from the
consumer's point of view are those directly or indirectly entering
into his use of the product. How critical these actually are de-
pends on the product and its use. If the customer is the ultimate
consumer, the critical characteristics may be rather loose. If
the product is for another producer, the size may be quite critical
in order for the item to fit into further assembly.
Function of quality control
Quality control is a staff function. Its purpose is to
inspect items coming into the factory and those being produced to
determine whether they meet the desired specifications. To do this,
many types of measuring devices are commonly used. The type of
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device and the tolerance allowed depend on the requirements of the
firm.
The job of the quality-control inspector is to examine parts
being produced. He takes the items and evaluates them against the
required standards. As long as the items are satisfactory, no action
is taken. If the items are not satisfactory and the operation is
out of control, a quick decision must be made as to corrective action.
Production may have to be stopped completely to prevent more defec-
tive products from being made.
Quality control is used similarly in inspecting purchased
items that a company receives. If defective parts are found, the
quality-control inspector may advise purchasing to reject a shipment.
This can be done in a retail store where the purchased good are in-
spected by the department head. In a small firm, the job of quality
control may be performed by the supervisors or by any other employee.
This is especially true if the quality-control problem is relatively
simple.
Economics of quality control
Inspection costs money, and the more it is used, the more
expensive it becomes. The problem then becomes one of how much to
spend on inspection versus the cost of producing defective parts.
Generally speaking, the more spent on inspection, the fewer will be
the defective parts which are passed, thus, the more spent, the less
rework. There will be fewer parts holding up production and less







Number of Unnoticed Defective Parts
Desired Quantity to Inspect
UNITS INSPECTED
Figure 51 Quantity to Inspect
As shown in Figure D-l the sum of the cost of inspection
and the cost of unnoticed defectives is equal to the total-cost line.
The object is to operate at the minimum-cost point on this line.
This maximizes a firm's profits. The point where the vertical line
from the minimum point on the total-cost line intersects the units-
inspected line is the optimum number of units to inspect. The
horizontal line from the point of intersection of the number of
unnoticed defective parts and the vertical line just discussed
shows the optimum quality level. It should be noted that in this
case the optimum quality level is not zero defective. This means
that the company can earn the most profit by shipping some defec¬
tive items. If more money is spent to ship fewer defective parts,












defective parts, profit also decreases. This explains why most
firms ship some defective parts. The trick is to locate the optimum
point.
Analytical methods
In product planning, the designer is confronted with the
task of setting tolerance limits for his products. If established
that the tolerances are too loose, many items may not function pro-
perly, whereas if they are set too rigidly, many. good items may be
declared defective. In some cases, tolerances may be dictated by
the use of the product, but in other cases, there may be room for
choice. The object is to set tolerances which will allow the item
to function properly. When acquiring items from outside suppliers,
the desired quality level is usually negotiated by purchasing. The
purchaser usually dictates how inspection will be performed by the
seller and the levels to be maintained. This does not relieve the
buying company from performing its own inspection on incoming parts
to ensure compliance by the supplier. A sampling plan is generally
used to be certain the desired average quality level is maintained.
If experience indicates that the seller seldom if ever ships bad
parts, inspection by the buyer may be reduced or even completely
eliminated.
Sampling
The relationship between costs of inspection and costs of
passing defective items have been discussed. When sampling is done,
it is in one of two forms: attribute or variable. Attribute sampling
is relatively easy and inexpensive because it calls for only yes-no
decision, as when using a go, no-go gauge. Variable sampling
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involves measurement so that the inspector can draw inferences
about the lot. This is more complicated and more expensive. The
decision as to whether or not to inspect 100 percent depends on
the cost of inspection versus the loss to be incurred from passing
.defective items. When sampling, we must always accept some risks.
They are the risk of rejecting lots that are actually acceptable
(producer's risk) and the risk of accepting lots that are actually
unacceptable (consumer's risk). The former is commonly set near
5 percent, and the latter near 10 percent.
Control charts
Control charts are used to record the results of inspection
by quality control. The control chart is based on the normal dis-
tribution of acceptable defective items. If the process were going
out of control, the chart would indicate this likelihood, thus
signaling the need for some corrective action. The chart then is
employed as an aid to keeping the production operation in control.
Control chart can be set up for either variable or attribute ins-
pection. The only difference will be in what is shown on the Y axis.
On the chart for variable inspection, some form of measurement will
be shown, most likely in fractions of an inch. On the chart for
attribute inspection, the Y axis will show percentage defective.
Figure 5.2 shows a control chart for variable attributes. The upper
control limit (UCL) and lower control limit (LCL) are shown. It
should be noted that in the figure the operation is showing a definite
trend toward the UCL and some corrective action is warranted. So
long as the percent defective stays between the two limits, the

































The task of purchasing involves more than just placing
orders. If a good job is done, money will be spent wisely and less
will be spent. If a business sells $500,000 worth of goods and the
costs of materials are $300,000, the job done by the purchasing
agent generally can make a difference of about 5 percent or $15,000.
This could represent to the company the difference between a profit
and a loss.
The buyer should always go beyond his bare-minimum respon¬
sibility of placing orders. He must keep up on new items and
materials available and on price changes and inform engineering
about them. Purchasing should always be on the lookout for less
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costly materials which can be used. Purchasing cannot always decide
on their worth, which is normally an engineering decision.
Purchasing procedures
The quantity of items to order and the price involved vary
from order to order. For this reason, no single procedure will work
for all purchasing situations.
For large-volume items which are purchased continually, the
purchasing department does not need a requisition for each order.
The authority for the purchase is received from the production
schedule months ahead, and the items are authorized on a blanket
order. Releases are sent to the vendor as materials are required.
Such purchases are usually made from one or two sources and are not
normally sent out for bids.
High-value, one-time orders are usually for machinery or
equipment and are handled differently. Such major purchases are
usually months in the planning stage, and bids are received from
several manufacturers.
Medium-sized orders are those which are placed as the result
of a specific requisition. Production control may issue the order
to buy parts and materials for a particular job. Orders of this type
are usually for items which have been purchased before. As a re-
sult, a standard requisition card can be used to reduce paper work.
These orders may be placed with the same vendor but are not blanket
orders since each one is entirely separate. Bids from at least two
suppliers are generally sought for orders of this type.
The purchasing department must follow up on orders placed,
to be certain that items are received when needed. There are many
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cases in which machines have been shut down because of a lack of
parts or materials. If constant checking is done, the supplier
will try to deliver the order on time and information about late
orders will be more readily available.
Value analysis
Value analysis involves looking at the item to be purchased
and studying its purpose. Then, before the purchase is actually
made, it is determined whether another, less costly item will do
the same job, whether the vendor's cost is as low as it should be,
and whether a lower-cost design might work as well. Many dollars
can be saved by the value-analysis approach to purchasing.
Purchasing should evaluate the specifications issued by
the company's engineering department. Are they realistic? Could
the specifications be loosened and the parts still function?
Forecasting in purchasing
Future prices are very important to the purchasing depart-
ment. If prices go down, no one likes to get stuck with an inven-
tory of items bought at higher prices. Similarly, everyone likes
to have a big inventory when prices go up. Most companies do not
like to take the risk of getting caught with a big inventory in a
falling market, so they do not do much stockpiling and do not favour
rigid, long-term contracts. No one criticizes a buyer for missing
a profit in a rising market by failing to stockpile, but men lose
their jobs when they stockpile and prices go down.
When a long-term purchase contract is entered, prices should
be kept open. Prices can be set when the goods are delivered, and
this should be spelled out in the contract. This diminishes the
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chance of making a profit on inventory, but it also eliminates the
possibility of a severe loss.
5.5 Inventory Control
Inventories make possible a rational production system.
They permit smooth production flows, allow full utilization of
machinery, and facilitate prompt deliveries to customers of items
that are considered as stock items. Inventories tend to decouple
the different functions in the chain from raw materials to the
consumer. At each stage, an inventory is kept which allows opera-
tions to continue while materials are in transit. Each operation
is dependent on the other, but they do not have to produce at the
same speed since inventories can be built up and used. In addition,
inventories allow ordering in sufficient quantities to get favorable
prices and transportation rates and allow production in sufficient
quantities to save setup costs and to level out production.
Cost to carry inventory
If there were not an optimum inventory level to strive for,
inventory control would be easy. All that would be necessary would
be to carry as big an inventory as possible. But inventories tie
up capital, and therefore they cost money to carry.
What is the opportunity cost associated with carrying in-
ventory? The general accepted figure is that it costs 25 percent
of the average inventory value to carry the inventory for a year.
This covers interest on capital invested, space, insurance, taxes,
shortages, labour, transportation out, and other costs directly
related to the warehousing. Thus, if the average inventory of a
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firm is $100,000, the cost to carry it for one year would be $25,OOC
which is no small sum.
Thus we have two conflicting costs to consider. The first
pushes toward large purchases and production runs to reduce order-
ing and setup costs to reasonable levels and also to reduce produc-
tion downtime. The second cost factor pushes toward small lots in
order to keep inventory carrying costs as low as possible. The
object is to find a happy medium.
Size of orders
When considering what size order to place, we must consider
economic order quantities, the effect of quantity discounts, and
the size of production runs.
Economic order quantities
The determination of economic order quantities (EOQ) in-
volves a balancing of the cost of placing orders and the cost of
carrying inventory. The cost of placing orders includes such costs
as that of preparing and writing the-order. Obviously, it would be
easier to write only one order. A formula which can be used to
determine EOQ is
where Q = economic purchase size, in units
P = annual requirement, in units
S = cost of preparing the order





This model does not consider price discounts, and it assumes con-
stant demand this it may well fit only certain situations. For
this reason we must guard against using predeveloped models unless
we are certain they will work in our situation. If we cannot use a
predeveloped one, a model should be designed for the specific situa-
tion.
The results obtained from this formula can be converted to
dollars or to monthly rates if the requirements are so expressed.
Actually, the best practice is to develop graphs or tables for use
rather than figuring the formula on each occasion.
Effects of quantity discounts
As mentioned above we must consider the effect of quantity
discounts and balance this against the added cost of carrying extra
inventory. It is relatively simple to calculate the difference.
To illustrate, let us assume that 4,000 items are used per year, that
it costs $10 to prepare each order, and that the cost to carry in-
ventory is about 50 cents per item, based on 25 percent of the price
of $2. To determine the EOQ, we find
The price is quoted as $2 per unit in quantities below 1,000 and
$1.90 per unit in quantities above 1,000. If we buy in lots of
Q =





1,000, we save $400 per.year on the purchase price and $60 per year
on order costs, or a total of $460. This is because we place only
four orders per year instead of ten. The question that then arises
is whether this amount is greater than the extra cost of carrying
the inventory. With the 400 order size, the average inventory would
be 200 and the cost to carry it would be 200 x $2.00 x 0.25= $100.
With the 1,000 order size, the average inventory would be 500 and
the cost to carry this inventory would be 500 x $1.90 x 0.25=
$237.50. Thus the net gain would be $460- ($237.50- $100.00)_
$322.50, so it would be worth ordering in the larger quantities.
These same calculations can be worked out with any quantity dis-
count or price break. Obviously, a cost analysis of this sort must
be performed for each situation, and this can affect the EOQ.
Production order size
This is based on the same concept as that used for economic
order quantities. To work this formula, we must assume that the
quantity ordered is all received at once and then worked down to
zero, at which point another order is received. In practice this
seldom works, since the quantity may be received over a period of
time and the stock would never reach zero. The following formula






where Qp = minimum-cost production order quantity
R = annual requirement, in units
S = cost of preparing the order
i = annual cost of carrying inventory
P = production rate
Safety stocks
Safety stocks are normally carried to compensate for the
variation between supply and demand and to allow for late delivery
of items. The size of the planned safety stock depends on the
stability of our source of supply and our willingness to run out
of the items. To be certain of never running out, we would need a
large safety stock, resulting in extra costs of carrying the inven-
tory. Figure 5.3 shows the general pattern of the inventory situa-
tion. The actual usage may not follow the straight line depicted,
but when the quantity on hand reaches the reorder level, an order
must be placed. The safety stock is set so that, under normal
conditions, it will not be used, but if we experience maximum usage,
we would only be drawn down to zero by the time the new order arrives.















Figure 53 Reorder Cycle
Handling: reorders
It should be remembered that businesses seldom have cons¬
tant demand, constant lead time, or constant production rates.
However, for discussion purposes, it was necessary to assume this.
As a result, the figures must be adjusted to fit the real situation
and provide for the safety stocks mentioned.
There are two basic methods of handling reorders: the
fixed-order quantity and the fixed-reorder cycle. The former is
illustrated in Figure 33 A reorder level is established which
allows the inventory level to draw down to the safety stock if the
expected usage rate and lead time prevail. Orders to replenish the
stock are placed in an amount (usually the EOQ) which should arrive
iust as the safety stock is reached.
The fixed-reorder cycle is based on placing orders at re¬
gular intervals. The quantity reordered varies to allow for
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different usage rates. This system is more common with high-value
items since it allows closer control. A fixed-reorder cycle allows
orders to be grouped to save on order processing and shipping costs.
Periodic reviews of the products being reordered and their usage
rates are appropriate since a change in reorder policy may be re-
quired when demand conditions change.
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A.1 Purpose of Manual
This Quality Assurance Manual has been prepared in order to
specify, for personnel and customers of the N's Co., Ltd., the
quality assurance system employed to attain compliance with
the intent of consistently high level of quality, workmanship
and reliability in manufactured products.
The manual provides operating personnel with a description of
company policy for maintaining an effective and economical
quality assurance system planned developed in conjunction with
other planning functions.
Written procedures for implementing the policy described herein
shall. be established as dictated by complexity of the product
design, manufacturing techniques employed and customer require-
ments.
It is the responsibility of the Quality Assurance Department to
prepare, maintain and revise this manual. Any issuance of
revision and the scope of distribution shall be approved by the
Managing Director of his assignee.
A.2 Quality Control
The overall system of activities whose purpose is to provide a
quality of product or service that meets the needs of users
also, the use of such a system. The aim of quality control is
to provide quality that is satisfactory, adequate, dependable
and economical. The overall system involves integrating the
quality aspects of several related steps including: the proper
specification of what is wanted production to meet the full
intent of the specification inspection to determine whether
the resulting product or service is in accordwith the specifica-
tion and review of usage to provide for revision of specifica-
tion. The term 'quality control' is often applied to specific
phases of the overall system of activities, as for example
reprocess quality control.
A.3 Quality Assurance
A system of activities whose purpose is to provide assurance
that the overall quality control job is in fact being done
effectively. The system involves a continuing evaluation of
the adequacy and effectiveness of the overall quality control
program with a view to having corrective measures initiated where
necessary. For a specific product or service, this involves
verification, aduits and the evaluation of the quality factors
that affect the specification, production, inspection and use
of the product or service
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Note: Broadly, quality control has to do with making quality
what is should be, and quality assurance has to do with
making sure quality is what it should be.
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B. ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITY
B.1









Product A Product B Product C
Notes: (1) Foreman or Leader
(2) Incoming inspection is decentralised.
B.3 The Quality Assurance Manager's Pesponsibility Shall Encompass
the Following:-
Communication, review and interpretation of conformance to
customer quality requirements.
Determination of methods, procedures and documentation for
Receiving, In-process and Outgoing Inspections.
Co-ordinating manufacturing facilities efforts on early detection
of discrepancies and on positive corrective action.
Approving of product and process standards supplemental to
manufacturing specification.
Supervising the Quality Assurance Department, including budgeting,
selection and training of personnel to execute planning, deve-
loping, initiating, co-ordinating, implementing and maintaining




C. CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT, INTERPRETATION RESPONSIBILITIES
C.l Scope
This procedure will apply to all customer requirements of
products, both standard and non-standard, to be manufactured
within The Members of The N's Company Ltd.
C.2 Definitions
Customer Requirement
Any acceptance requisite, mutually accepted Iilitary
Standards, or The N's specification stipulated by a
customer.
Standard Product
A product that has been produced by manufacturing, and that
all necessary specifications are on record for the process
of raw materials then to a finished unit.
Non-standard Product
(a) A product of which parts employed or any special
characteristics are different from standard product.
(b) A non-standard product requires evaluation to
determine availability.
(c) A non-standard product may require process changes
of minor nature.
Standard Product Identification Number Book
A book that carries a complete listing of all devices
classified as standard.
C.3 Responsibilities
It is the Quality Assurance Manager's responsibilities to
interpret, based on relevant documents and specifications,
conformance of standard product to customer requirements.
Product Manufacturing
Upon receipt of a customer requirement, manufacturing will
Determine whether a requirement can be met by one of the
standard type being manufactured. Evaluation of materials
and characteristics may be required.
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Determine whether the requirement can be met by minor
process change within the scope of manufacturing
facilities.
Determine whether the requirement is out of the scope
of manufacturing facilities.
Meet with manufacturing and determine the delivery schedule
from receipt of a firm order and the unit sales price.
In general, Manufacturing shall assist in whatever capacity
they may to expedit a prompt and satisfactory response to a
customer requirement.
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D. PURCHASED MATERIAL CONTROL
D.l Policy
All purchase order issued to suppliers require authorization
by the Managing Director or his assignee.
D.2 Purchasing Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of the Purchasing Department to:-
Release purchase order with all required specifications
and necessary customer requirements.
Affix relevant documentation to purchase order and file
in closed order file which will be available for customer
review.
D.3 Qualified Suppliers
A supplier which is listed on Q.C.L. issued by authorized
control group within any it's operating division shall be
eligible as a qualified supplier to The N's Co., Ltd.
A supplier shall be approved to be a Qualified Supplier
provided that
(a) The supplier's product is evaluated and approved by
manufacturing.
(b) The supplier's overall system, performance are evaluated
and approved by Quality Assurance.
D.4 Supplier Approval Procedures
Purchasing
Purchasing shall obtain:
(a) Samples from the prospective supplier together with a
part certification which describes all dimensional,
functional and material features.
(b) Information concerning the proposed supplier facilities,
operative quality system, reliability data etc.
(c) References as to supplier's quality and delivery perfor-
mance with other users.
(d) Copies of the N's Procurement Specification, if avail-
able, which defined the part for which approval is
being sought.
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Purchasing shall forward a portion of the samples to the
responsible personnel for functional evaluation. The
remainder of the samples shall be transmitted to Quality
Assurance.
Purchasing shall forward the information contained in item
(b), (c) and (d) to Quality Assurance.
Upon receipt of an accepted recommendation from Quality=
Assurance, purchasing shall initiate ordering procedures
and enter the supplier's name to Q.S.L.
Manufacturing
The responsible personnel shall evaluate samples to
determine compatribility with The N's specifications.
Record and indicate acceptance or rejection of proposed
supplier and forward to Quality Assurance.
Supplier Quality Survey
Scope
To outline the procedure governing the Quality Assurance
Survey of potential and existing suppliers.
Responsibility
It is the responsibility of Quality Assurance to conduct
a supplier survey to
(a) insure that the appropriate standards of quality are
maintained on materials purchased from existing suppliers.
(b) enable purchasing to select vendors based on a reason-
able assurance of the ability to delivery acceptable
product in a timely manner.
In the case of selection of potential supplier, purchasing
shall initiate a Request for Supplier Survey Form and
submit request to the Managing Director for app-,rove.
Upon receipt of approved request, the Quality Assurance
personnel, or a representative appointed by the Quality
Assurance Manager shall perform survey of supplier facili-




Material procured from suppliers and interplant facilities
intended to be used in fabrication of products specified for
delivery to a customer shall be inspected upon receipt to ensure
compliance with all applicable requirement.
E.2 Responsibilities
Purchasing
Forwarding copy of purchase order to Store (Receiving
Department).
Assuring that purchase order number appears on all invoices,
packing slips, shipping labels, Bills of lading etc., and
that itemized packing list is included in all shipments.
Store (Receiving Department) shall
Assure that material received coincides with applicable
documents.
Assure that applicable documentation is forwarded to
Quality Assurance along with material.
Incoming Inspection shall
Assure that material received is identified with applicable
procurement and receiving documents.
Perform or arrange inspection/test in accordance with
applicable specifications.
Arrange for all inspection services to be performed out
of the department such Official Measuring Houses etc.
Inspect when requested, experimental and other non-classified
material. A request for special inspection/test will be in
written form and approved by the Manager of Quality Assurance.
E.3 Procedure
Store (Receiving Department):-
Upon receipt of material, the Storekeeper shall ensure that
the number of packages coincide with the quantity called
for in the shipping document and that no damage has been
incurred during transit.
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Verify count against quantity called in packing slip and
acknowledge by initialing and dating packing slip.
Record purchase order number, quantity, date and location
on boxes.
Fill out Material Receiving Report with purchase order
number, supplier, description of material, quantity and
location. damage in transit must be recorded and reported
to the appropriate department as soon as possible.
Copies of Material Receiving Report and packing slip shall






Receive material with applicable documentation
If discrepancies between latest specification and receiving
report exist, resolve before performing inspection. Shortage
items must be separated from other material and shall receive
priority inspection.
If material is received without applicable documentation,
the material shall be held in Incoming Inspection pending
receipt of such documentation. The Purchasing Department
shall be notified of the hold on the material. and the
reasons by means of Speedy Memo. If the material is needed
for production, the Manager of Quality Assurance may re-
lease the hold on the material if the necessary documenta-
tion is forthcoming from the supplier.
Examine all material either on a 100% basis or on a
sampling plan, as directed by the Manager of Quality
Assurance, perform inspection and arrange test as required
by blue print specification.
Material that has been accepted will be reported by an
incoming material inspection report or packing slip/invoice
affixed with an acceptance stamp.
Rejection information shall be recorded on the Incoming
Material Inspection Report and copied to Production, Pro-
duct-ion Control and Purchasing Vendor. Corrective Action
Request is filled out and forwarded to Purchasing.
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Disposition of Rejected Incomin Material
Material Review Board (MRB)
A group established for the purpose of reviewing, assuring
corrective action and determine the disposition of dis-
crepant material. The MRB is comprised of representatives
of Manufacturing and Quality Assurance.
Any recipient of incoming Material Inspection Report has
the right to request Material Review Board action on certain
incoming rejects to be included in the agenda at next
Quality Weekly Meeting or request PCB members to note their
decisions on the Incoming Material Inspection Reports
incoming Inspection shall honor all reasonable request for
Material Review and maintain a storage area for material
being held for MRB action.
Disposition of incoming material will generally be one
of the following:-
(1) Return to Vendor - If the supplier has failed to comply
with the requirements of the purchase order or The N's
specifications, the board may decide to return the
material to the supplier at his expense.
(2) Use-As-Is- Material that can be utilized without addi-
tional work may be dispositioned "Use-as-is." This
material will be forwarded directly to the stockroom.
(3) Scrap-Material that is obsolete due to a design change
or error may be dispositioned scrap.
Manufacturing shall base their decision whether to accept
or reject on the effect of using discrepant parts on pro-
duct function and reliability and manufacturing costs. If
there would be an adverse effect on product quality or
manufacturing costs the material should automatically be
rejected. Production shall base their decision on whether
or not manufacturing efficiency will be adversely affected
by acceptance of the material in question. Quality
Assurance shall base-their decision for acdeptance or
rejection on the quality history of the material, vendor
in question, and the effect on product quality. When one
or more of the Material Review Board members makes a decis-
ion to reject the material is rejected.
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The disposition and recommended corrective action of the
Material Review Board will be recorded on the incoming
Inspection Report.
Quality Assurance shall
(a) Identify all material accepted through Material
Review Board action with a MRB stare or label.
(b) Issue a Rework Ticket for material dispositioned
rework.




F.1 First article inspection
First article made by manufacturing is subject to inspec-
tion performed by Quality Assurance,
No production runs are made until First Article Inspection
is completed and proved acceptable to customer.
F.2 Selection of in-process control points
Definition
An in-process control point is defined as an operation
at which Quality Control and/or Production Personnel
inspects a sample of characteristics generated for
the purpose of acceptance and for generating control
information.
Quality Assurance is responsible for reviewing the product
line and consider the selection of in-process control points.
Establishment of control points
Quality Assurance shall select the. IPIC points based
on the aforementioned considerations in order to
afford sufficient information to control and predict
product quality, reliability and yield and to assure
defective material is economically sorted out in
process.
Quality Assurance shaall review the in-process control
plan with Manufacturing and finalise the control plan
upon concurrence.
F.3 Quality Assurance is responsible for
Assuring that all Process Control Inspection Specifications
and reliability of the product produced.
Adjudicating any conflict in the application or interpreta-
tion of these policies and procedures which may arise at
the operation, or administration levels.
Assuring that inspectors are assigned to perform the
Process Control Inspection defined in the subject specifi-
cations.
Assuring that the inspectors receive the training required
to properly carry out the Process Control Inspections.
conform to the company's policies and procedure for qualuty
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Writing and Maintaining the IPQC Process Inspection Speci-
fications.
Working with Manufacturing to ensure availability of
equipment and material required to perform the specified
inspection.
Monitoring the implementation of the Process Control
Inspection Specification at the operating level on a
continuous basis.
Auditing the functioning of the Process Control Inspections
to assure the fact that no deviations are in existence and
corrective action procedures are followed.
Auditing the Process Control Inspection to evaluate the
adequacy of existing inspections.
Reviewing the Process Control Systems with the co -nizant
Manufacturing personnel to evaluate the adequacy of control
coverage and information feedback.
Auditing those Process Control Specifications, and Incoming
Control Specifications which are related to process performed
outside the department to assure the adequacy of control
coverage and information feedback.
'Manufacturing is responsible for reviewing In-process
Quality Control Specifications, examining production's
ability to comply and giving advice to Quality Assurance
in revising the specifications.
F.4 Information-audit, saniplin
Definition
Information audit sampling of in-process control points
is defined as sampling performed to obtain process
control information as opposed to acceptance or re-
jection. It may be applied against characteristics
for which acceptance criteria cannot be established
due to expected changes in the characteristics in
further processing.
Quality Assurance shall
Institute in-process information audit sampling where
acceptance sampling is deemed not practical and the
information generated at a manufacturing operation
can be used for control, or as a trend predictor of
final advice ua?ity, reliability and yield.
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Finalized Information Audit Sampling plan will be
approved by the Manager of Quality Assurance.
F.5 Storage of in-process part
Manufacturing Department shall
Provide container for all in-process material
Insure proper identification of all materials on the
production floor. Rejected materials are clearly
identified by a tag or other applicable means and
proved to an area apart from the normal flog, of
in-process materials.
Provide clean storage area for all in-process parts
not in immediate use. Parts which can in any manner
be contaminated by being in contact with water, must
be stored in dr boxes.
In-process Quality Control shall
Periodically check the storage of material in the
production floow.
If discrepancies are noted, the process step utilizing
the material can be shut down until corrective action
is taken.
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G. FAILURE ANALYSIS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION SYSTEM
G.1 Failure Analysis
General
This procedure outlines the routines and responsibi-
lities that will be followed in connection with
analysis of defective parts.
Definitions
A failure is characterized by a parameter or attribute
that does not conform to the requirements of a
specification.
Failure Source
(a) Customer Returned Material
(b) Quality Assurance Lot Rejections
(c) In-process defective work/ test rejection.
At least two persons, of whdch one is assigned by the
Manager of Quality Assurance and another one is assigned
by Manufacturing Department, will be required for establish-
ment of the Failure Analysis Group. More persons may be
requested by the Manager of Quality Assurance to join the
Group if he feels it is necessary.
Gw2 Corrective Action System
General
This procedure outlines the in-plant close loop cor-
rective action system and the processing of customer
corrective action request.
Quality Control Management and supervision are res-
ponsible for implementing the formal corrective action
system.
Weekly Quality Meeting, chaired by the Quality Assurance
Manager and attained by responsible representatives of
manufacturing, shall be conducted to formally review
quality trend data and assigned corrective action
commitments.
Quality Control supervision may exact the corrective
action system at other time when considered appro-
priate to the timely corrective of adverse quality.
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H. FINAL INSPECTION AND TEST
H.l Scope
To describe the routines and responsibilities of final
inspection and test.
H,2 Quality Assurance shall
Ensure that final inspection and test acceptance are
documented in a manner to provide objective evidence to
the customer of an acceptance product for delivery.
Co-ordinate all planning documents with inspection and test
Perform surveillance inspection/test in accordance with
specified sampling procedure.
Formulate criteria for approval or rejection of all ins-
pection based on Specifications and Workmanship Standard,
etc.
Identify and segregate all nonconforming material apart
from the normal flow of finished material.
Assure that the personnel performing inspection of special
processes are qualified as required.
Maintain all test/inspection records which include the
number of pieces accepted, number rejected, date of inspec-
tion, and positive identification of the inspector. File
all test and inspection records which will be available
for customer review on request.
Obtain corrective action and perform follow-up action to
prevent recurrence of discrepant material.
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I. STORI NNG, PACKING AND SHIPPING
I.1 Scope
To outline the procedures that will be followed in connec-




Ensure that all units/lots submitted by Production has
been assigned an unique serial /lot number
I.3 Packing Inspection
Quality Assurance shall perform surveillance inspection
to assure that units are packaged in accordance with best
commercial practice or as specified by Packing Standards
of special customer requirements.
I.4 Shipping Inspection
Shipping inspection performed by Quality Assurance shall
verify that:
All previous inspections and tests are completed and
accepted.
All required documentation accompanies the shipment.
Package is adequate and as required.
Containers are properly marked and identified.
Shipment are complete as specified.
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J. RETURNED MATE zIAL AND CUSTOMER COMPLAINT
J.1 Scope
The objective of this procedure is to set forth the method
of processing Customer 'Returns and Complaints
J.2 Receipt of Return Material
Quality Assurance shall move the material to a holding area
for identification and for arrangement of inspection.
Inspection/Test results are reported to the 1v.Lanagement
by quality Assurance.
In case of un-justifiable returns or correlation samples,
Quality Assurance shall arrange forwarding the material
back to customer along with reports and statements.
After review of Customer Rejection Report, requests for
corrective action/or failure analysis, Quality Assurance
shall initiate the In-plant Corrective Action Request to
the person who is responsible for eliminating the problerm1.
If the Manager of Quality Assurance regards that inspection/
test on the return material is not necessary, he shall
arrange rework or disposal of the material upon the Managing
Director's approval.
Need for Failure Analysis is determined by the Manager of
quality assurance.
Completed Corrective Action Statements shall be sent to




To establish and define Quality Aud-its, their implemen-
tation and Application.
This procedure generally applies to reliability and
quality aspects of management areas and of products and
facilities.




Management System relating to Reliability and Quality Special
Processes
Packaging
Each audit of an operation or an area shall include:
An examination of procedures and documentation
applcable
An evaluation of actual techniques and practices
implemented as compared to established requirements.
A report of audit observations and recommendations
of corrective and preventive action
K,2 Procedures
Audit Schedules
Audit schedules shall' be assi gned by the Manager of
Quality Assurance as required to assure effective
monitoring of the operating sy stems relati ng to
Quality and Reliability. Unscheduled audits shall
also be performed to provide maximum Quality Program






List of Product Lines, 197
Asbestos work gloves
All leather welding work gloves
Stripe cotton drill work gloves with leather palm,
double thickness cuff
Stripe cotton drill work gloves with leather palm
knitted wrist
Cotton drill work, gloves
Cotton drill work gloves with plastic dots
Cotton knitted work/sanitary gloves
Cotton tricot work gloves









All leather work mittens
Cotton drill work mittens
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Product Specifications, 1973
Art. Nos. 101 & 201
Men's stripe cotton drill industrial gloves with
leather palm, wing thumb, gunn cut style, finger
tips, knuckle strap, lining in palm only
With yellovi/natural grain cowleather palm
With side/shoulder split cowleather palm
With yellow/natural grain pigskin palm

















With reinforcement on palm
Shape and size of reinforcement: As required
Glove or cuff length in cm or inch: As required
Leather quality, thickness and GLOVE PRICE: As required
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Product Specifications, 1972
Art. No. 103, 203 and 1203
106, 206 and 1200
Five- and Three-Fingers AU Leather Welding Gloves
Cow shoulder split leather
Cow side split leather
Cow natural grain leather




Gunn cut style and wing thumb
Clute cut style and straight thum
With pulse protection
Without pulse protection
With lining in. palm
Without lining in palm
With green welts
Without green welts
With reinforcement on palm
Without reinforcement on palm
With reinforcement around the thumb
Wuthout reinforcement around the thumb
Shape and size of reinforcement: As required
Glove or cuff Length in cm or inch: As required
Leather quality, thickness and GlOVE PPICE: As required
Product Specifications, 1973
Art, No, 202
Mens cotton drill industrial gloves with
split leather palrn and knitted wrist
With sideshoulder split cow leather palm
With split pigskin palm
With stripe cotton drill back















With reinforcement on palm
With reinforcement on index-finger tip
Shape and size of reinforcement: As required
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Art. Nos. 501, 502 E: 903
303, 306 307










Raw M a t e rials: A-grade
B-grade
C-grade
Cotton drill in natural colour
Cotton drill in bleached white colour
Cotton drill in printed colour
Product Specifications, 1972
Art. Nos. 605 606





With reinforcement in finger tips
Without reinforcement in finger tips
With wing thumb reversible
With inserted wing thumb










With reinforcement on palm
Without reinforcement on' palm
Product Specifications, 1972
Art. Nos. 701, 702 8c 703









M e n1 s s i z e s: 72, SYz 8c SYz
Women's size: one size only
Length in cm or inch: as required
All colours available, prices the same
Ventilation back may be made according to buyer's
design without additional charge
Product Specifications, 1972
Art. No. 901





With reinforcement in finger tips
Without reinforcement in finger tips
With inserted wing thumb


























C - straight finger had a
small hole











grain leather palm surface
damaged
grain leather triangle surface
face damaged









Y- - grain leather surface of
straight finger damaged




Y - grain leather surface oft
straight finger damaged
- straight finger leather•
too loose and easily torn
apart
C„ - palm, part of it was cut










leather of straight finger
too thin
leather of palm too thin
a small part of the palm cut
away









Machine Workers Defective Conditions Quantities
9-7-75
11 leather of palm too hairy and
too loose
leather of straight finger too
hairy and too loose














- crown position cut too deep
crown cut away too much
CL, - palm had a small hole in it





crown cut away too much
crown cut away too much




































crown cut away too much
crown cut away too much
crown cut away too much
right hand side of the crown
position cut away too much
crown cut away too much
- crown cut away too much
crown cut away too much
crown cut too deep
crown cut too deep
crown cut too deep
crown cut away too much






Machine Workers Defective Conditions Quantities









Cp - palm too hairy
crown cut away too much
- palm too thinCL.






1 ~7 Q nrr
i, jp-u- X 28 leather of palm too thin
the leather back of some weling
gloves suddenly becomes very thin
1
r
u15-8-75 11 - leather of straight finger
was too hairy and too thin
21-8-75
1 ci
15 30 - very hairy
- leather of thumb very thinCL




















sewing too deep loose
flannel lining
loose flannel lining 8c dot
sewed properly
flannel lining not sewed onto the
straight finger portion
























26-6-78 sewed too deep
flannel lining not sewed onto the
finger portion'—' a.










sewed too deep so that the whole
gloves became smaller
not sewed properly
welts sewed too deep

















Spwin.ff ManVi i ri = Ee c.t i nr,
Pii '-3 Pr
Nos. ox Sewing
M o ~»To I y rr !r v»]r v» cr Defective Conditions Quantities






















flannel lining not dewed properly
onto fingers










1flannel lining not seved properly
onto finfers
sewed outside the crown 2
3-.7-.75 7
29
sewed outside the crown












flannel lining not sewed properly
onto fingers
.
demaged cf crown and also sewe
outside the crown





sewed outside the crown
loose flannel lining at cufi
JL
QUALITY QQ NT ROT. PMPOPT
Sawn n Mc nlnn np Spr-hi on
1)rzimo
Nos. of Sewing
Mr n h') n. o ,T r r»lr o r c; Defective C on dition s Quantities
O r~ ry r-
o— — ; 8 finger leather damaged and
flannel lining at straight
finger not long enough
•o













welts sewed too deep 1 straight
finger not sewed properly
welts sewed too deep
sewed not deep enough
second finger not sewed prope rig
sewed outside crown
















9-7-75 loose flannel lining at cuff
last finger did not sew properly
dittc
crown damaged sewed outside
the crown
last finger did not sew properly
straight finger did not sew
properly
loose flannel lining at cuff














flannel not sewed properl:
- welts broken between finger












a small hold found at the crow








loose flannel lining at cuff






















233AT cuff not sewed properly
welts sewed too deep
welts sewed too deep at second
finger




















loose flannel lining at cuff
position
welts sewed too deep
loose flannel lining at cuff
welts sewed too deep
sewed outside the crown and
flannel lining not long enough












welts sewed too deep
ditto
- loose flannel lining at2 _ _
cuf f





Machine Workers Defective 0 ondition s Quantities
lk-7-75 26 30 - flannel lining not long
enough









loose flannel lining at cuff
welts sewed too deep between
finger and palm
last finger did not sewed
properly
loose flannel lining at cuff
last finger did not sew properl;
203N welts sewed too deep














1 C rj r-JCTlO- ( — { J
ditto
did not sew properly
loose flannel lining at cuff
206L - triangle too hard
finger damaged
Cn - welts sewed too deep
~ between fingers and palm
Cn - welts sewed too deep
between finger and palm









the fourth finger did not sew
properly












MflfTri np ?J nrIrpr».c: Defective Conditions Quantities
P8-7-7S
1-8-7C
: O ro rq
b~o~-p













forgot to chop her number on
the cuff
CL





finger tips did not sew properly
ditto
ditto
The defective items were similar to
above but the quantities of defectives
were greatly decreased. Once defectives
were found, the sewing girls were
required to re-sew the gloves again.
QUALITY CONTROL RTP02I
Packaging Section
26-6-75 Inspected 10 dozens of Y1
Quantitles
loose flannel lining
welts sewed too deep
leather surface damaged





1 no-- ( ~
27-6-75 Inspected 5 dozens of 206
too much hair on cuff




Inspected 3 dozens of 20 YL
all meet the required standard
o r C, h aC-O—O— j
Inspected k dozens of Y
all meet the required standard
Inspected 3 dozens of Yh(R)f
damaged of leather surface
loose flannel lining at cuff
loose flannel lining at straight
finger position







30-6-75 Inspected dozens of i(?6Z'
loose flannel at cuff
damaged leather surface at finge:
i- ~
Lr Xp
welts sewed too deep J.









30-6-75 Inspected 7 dozens of G1
Quantities
welts sewed too deep
welts broken in the middle





2-7-75 Inspected 3 dozens of 1206IX
welts sewed too deep






Inspected 2 dozens of G_
loose flannel lining at cuff




3-7-75 Inspected 5 dozens of 1206IX
welts sewed too deep





f. rj r7 rr
4 - - 7 5 Inspected 6 dozens of 1206IX
welts sewed too deep
loose welts





5-7-75 Inspected 2 dozens of 1206IX
loose welts
welts sewed too deep






Packaer in s Sect! or
Quantities
7-7-75 Inspected 80 pairs of IF
a small hole found at the back
cuff was damaged
loose welts
a small hole found at the fourth
finger
second finger did not sew properly
welts sewed too deep










o-7-5 Inspected QO pairs of IP-n {mtu
small finger did not sew properly




9-7-75 Inspected 10 pairs of B„
finger tip did not sew properly
small finger did not sew properl;
loose flannel lining at cuff
loose welts
broken welts
a hole found in the crown
damages at the position between











10-7-77 Inspected 7 dozens of 277AT
lining did not sew properly
damages of leather at the fourth
finger tip




the percent of defective
gloves was
11-7-77 Inspected 7 dozens of 277AT
lining did not sew properly
torn flannel lining
loose cuff






7 7°£( • JI
-U_~„ Inspected 30 pairs of 2061
welts sewed too deep




12-7-77 Inspected A dozens of C0
loose lining at cuff
welts sewed too deep between
thumb and palm












Inspected 3 dozens of
loose lining at cuff
last finger - finger tip had a
small hole






Discovered that seven pairs of C0 gloves
were too hairy £
Inspected 1 dozens of
all in good condition
Inspected 1 dozen of IP-,;,
all in acceptable conditions
Inspected some R_(L)
5
damages at the leather surface








torn leather and bad leather quality
did not sew properly
leather too thin or too hairy
turn-rubber band and broken rubber
band
torn cloth at the back
the percent of defective








Inspected 106 dozens of 20pN
at the beginning many linings were
not sewed up to standard; colour
did not match properly• Triangle




23-7-75 colour matching quite all right; leather
of the triangles was not too hard, and
welts sewed too deep were greatly
decreased but linings still not sewed
satis fact orily.
26-7-75 Inspected 7 dozens of 206N
linings did not sew properly
the percent of defective
gloves was
O n ncO- Inspected 18 dozens of 20oN
linings did not sew properly
torn leather
the percent of defective
gloves was
Inspected 120 pairs of the stored 20S3
small holes found in the leather
leather too thin at finger
turned-finger















f O r~?rzO—c— ;
• rr Q o cr
26-8-73
Inspected 20 pairs of C9
loose flannel lining at cuff
the percent of defective
gloves was
Inspected 30 pairs of B0
a small hole found at the finger
too much foldings at palm
the percent of defective
gloves was
Inspected 1 dozen of
all in good conditions
Inspected 10 pairs of C„
2
all in good conditions
Inspected 2 dozens of Y..
finger portions did not sew properly
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1從
研
究
一
間
香
港
華
資
工
業
手
套
廠
之
蘇
定
邦
實
例
以
改
進
基
産
品
質
素
及
操
作
表
現
第
一
章
─
香
港
工
業
發
展
的
速
度
驚
人
，
在
短
短
的
二
十
年
間
便
由
一
貿
易
轉
口
港
發
展
成
為
一
重
要
的
工
業
産
品
出
口
中
心
。
世
界
各
地
對
勞
工
的
保
障
法
例
逐
漸
重
視
，
故
勞
工
手
套
實
已
成
為
勞
動
界
的
基
本
保
護
用
具
。
香
港
的
勞
工
手
套
世
界
馳
名
，
現
在
更
成
為
世
界
最
大
的
勞
工
手
套
製
造
及
供
應
中
心
。
勞
工
手
套
的
製
作
過
程
是
需
要
大
量
的
工
，
並
不
需
要
高
級
的
機
器
及
技
巧
。
香
港
的
勞
工
質
素
享
譽
世
界
，
故
以
工
人
為
主
的
工
業
2是
特
別
適
應
香
港
本
身
的
環
境
。
但
是
一
間
勞
工
手
套
廠
的
的
成
功
有
賴
於
.
組
織
完
善
，
行
政
及
市
場
的
各
方
面
研
究
，
以
及
高
度
管
理
技
巧
等
。
香
港
勞
工
手
套
的
主
要
外
銷
市
場
是
英
國
，
美
國
，
西
徳
，
瑞
典
，
加
拿
大
，
荷
蘭
，
澳
洲
，
丹
麥
及
東
南
亞
各
地
。
一
九
七
五
年
十
一
月
作
者
曾
訪
問
一
間
昔
著
名
的
勞
工
手
套
出
口
公
司
，
該
公
司
的
總
經
理
稱
，
在
經
濟
衰
退
中
香
港
勞
工
手
套
的
出
口
量
及
價
值
都
大
大
減
低
；
由
於
缺
乏
定
單
，
故
很
多
手
套
廠
衹
能
開
工
五
至
六
成
。
英
國
及
西
徳
一
響
都
是
勞
工
手
套
的
大
買
家
，
但
由
於
罷
工
及
經
濟
蕭
條
的
影
響
，
香
港
所
接
到
的
定
單
此
以
往
減
少
很
多
。
除
了
經
濟
衰
退
影
響
外
，
西
徳
商
人
對
香
港
的
勞
3工
手
套
亦
失
去
信
心
。
近
年
來
很
多
廠
家
都
降
低
價
格
以
求
爭
取
更
多
的
定
單
，
結
果
引
致
一
場
價
格
戰
，
廠
家
互
相
減
價
，
形
成
了
無
利
可
圖
的
局
面
，
要
取
得
利
潤
，
便
祇
好
製
造
一
些
較
次
質
料
的
手
套
。
當
這
些
手
套
到
達
西
徳
商
人
手
中
時
，
他
們
便
説
香
港
商
人
不
可
靠
，
貨
不
對
辦
。
通
常
出
口
商
要
預
早
一
個
月
響
廠
家
訂
貨
，
但
在
一
九
七
五
年
，
一
張
八
仟
打
的
定
單
衹
需
十
日
以
前
落
單
即
可
。
很
多
中
小
型
的
勞
工
手
套
廠
都
在
這
一
期
時
關
閉
。
香
港
勞
工
手
套
業
面
臨
困
難
重
重
。
加
拿
大
的
手
套
公
會
已
響
當
地
政
府
提
出
限
制
香
港
勞
工
手
套
的
入
口
，
因
為
香
港
的
勞
工
手
套
已
大
大
地
打
擊
了
當
地
手
套
的
銷
路
，
如
穫
批
准
，
則
靠
輸
4出
勞
工
手
套
往
加
國
的
廠
家
便
會
受
到
很
大
的
打
擊
。
此
外
，
還
有
上
水
皮
革
廠
需
要
搬
往
葵
涌
。
香
港
政
府
對
此
行
動
已
表
明
其
堅
決
的
立
塲
。
雖
然
皮
革
廠
家
均
反
對
遷
往
葵
涌
，
但
無
論
怎
樣
，
他
們
在
上
水
的
皮
革
廠
必
需
在
一
九
七
六
年
七
月
三
十
一
日
停
止
營
業
。
香
港
的
勞
工
手
套
廠
家
均
面
臨
多
項
的
困
難
，
但
憑
香
港
商
人
的
機
智
，
堅
恐
及
毅
力
，
相
信
種
種
的
困
難
均
能
克
服
。
第
弍
章
─
作
者
首
先
叙
述
該
廠
及
母
公
司
的
歷
史
、
組
織
及
行
政
措
施
，
然
後
描
述
該
廠
的
特
點
。
該
廠
的
行
政
人
員
全
部
都
是
來
自
中
國
大
陸
。
廠
的
組
織
及
行
政
措
施
均
是
典
型
的
中
國
5第
經
營
。
廠
内
的
決
策
由
正
副
廠
長
擔
當
，
而
毎
一
部
們
都
有
一
名
主
管
。
生
產
計
劃
都
是
由
廠
長
一
人
負
責
，
而
副
廠
長
則
管
理
財
務
方
面
。
勞
工
手
套
的
製
作
過
程
首
先
是
用
刀
模
切
出
各
種
形
狀
的
皮
袜
身
，
例
如
中
指
、
大
指
、
掌
部
、
背
部
及
項
部
等
。
第
二
部
是
由
女
工
將
袜
身
縫
上
。
第
三
部
便
是
將
縫
好
的
手
套
及
轉
過
來
，
最
後
便
是
經
過
熨
掌
包
装
。
工
廠
衹
是
負
責
生
産
的
工
作
，
而
接
單
則
是
經
由
毋
公
司
。
通
常
廠
方
都
能
應
付
及
準
時
交
貨
，
如
遇
有
提
早
起
貨
或
更
改
落
貨
日
期
，
廠
長
便
須
衡
量
能
否
如
期
起
貨
。
這
一
間
廠
成
功
的
因
素
是
工
人
們
肯
落
力
去
做
，
東
主
及
工
友
們
的
關
係
十
分
好
。
廠
的
買
手
(
東
主
之
一
)
是
一
名
單
身
6漢
，
他
的
家
便
成
為
的
耍
樂
地
方
。
很
多
時
他
們
都
能
混
在
一
起
，
故
大
家
感
情
十
分
芝
融
洽
。
第
三
章
─
這
一
章
叙
述
作
者
到
廠
後
的
情
形
。
該
廠
是
没
有
設
立
質
量
管
制
的
部
門
或
專
人
負
責
檢
查
質
量
。
作
者
首
先
認
識
毎
一
種
手
套
的
特
點
及
最
易
發
生
缺
的
地
方
，
跟
著
便
是
到
毎
一
部
門
檢
查
，
從
檢
查
中
作
者
遇
到
種
種
困
難
，
通
常
工
人
都
是
不
喜
歡
別
人
來
檢
查
他
們
的
工
作
，
故
很
多
工
人
都
會
藉
詞
説
我
擾
亂
他
們
的
工
作
，
有
些
工
人
更
故
意
收
蔵
他
們
的
半
製
成
品
，
等
待
要
交
時
才
取
出
。
從
而
星
期
的
觀
察
中
作
者
發
覺
檢
查
質
量
不
容
易
，
因
為
毎
一
位
工
人
的
半
製
成
品
都
没
有
定
單
的
記
7號
。
作
者
提
出
了
一
質
量
管
制
系
統
，
但
因
廠
内
毎
日
要
做
的
手
套
款
式
太
多
的
原
故
，
在
施
行
新
制
時
會
有
相
當
程
度
的
困
難
。
作
者
更
在
廠
内
施
行
了
一
項
實
驗
，
在
工
友
中
抽
取
三
男
三
女
跟
據
以
往
的
成
績
第
一
組
的
一
男
一
女
工
作
非
常
好
，
第
二
組
的
一
男
一
女
的
工
作
成
績
不
穩
定
，
最
後
的
一
組
成
績
十
分
劣
。
最
初
的
兩
星
期
作
者
經
常
檢
查
毎
一
位
工
友
的
成
績
，
但
在
第
三
星
期
，
作
者
不
檢
查
該
六
名
工
友
。
在
第
五
星
期
，
當
作
者
再
檢
查
該
六
名
工
友
時
，
發
現
第
一
組
男
女
工
作
如
常
的
好
，
第
二
組
男
女
工
作
此
以
前
差
，
第
三
組
男
女
工
作
很
差
。
結
論
是
放
任
的
管
理
不
能
施
行
於
工
廠
，
因
為
工
人
們
的
工
作
死
板
、
煩
燥
，
加
8上
他
們
的
知
識
水
準
有
限
，
故
盬
工
的
辦
法
是
必
需
的
。
第
四
章
─
作
者
從
觀
察
中
發
覺
若
千
行
政
上
的
缺
點
，
從
而
提
出
一
些
問
題
及
建
議
一
些
改
善
─
唕
機
部
及
供
應
部
不
能
哀
誠
合
作
，
以
至
一
些
物
料
未
能
及
時
供
應
。
供
應
部
的
主
管
與
副
主
管
意
見
不
合
，
故
工
作
方
面
不
合
作
。
女
工
領
取
指
甲
笠
太
多
以
至
浪
費
。
拉
邊
車
位
與
反
袜
的
地
方
相
距
太
遠
以
至
搬
運
不
便
。
作
者
建
議
啤
機
部
的
主
管
與
供
應
部
的
主
管
互
相
調
換
，
因
為
大
家
都
知
道
自
己
部
門
的
困
難
所
在
，
故
調
換
後
成
績
應
該
更
好
。
拉
邊
車
位
搬
上
九
樓
，
手
套
拉
邊
後
可
以
直
接
交
往
反
袜
部
而
無
需
搬
上
搬
落
。
以
上
各
項
建
議
均
為
董
事
長
及
廠
長
所
接
9納
。
實
施
後
果
然
工
作
效
率
此
以
前
好
。
第
五
章
─
作
者
提
出
一
個
理
論
性
建
議
，
以
使
該
廠
能
應
付
將
來
的
發
展
。
雖
然
科
學
管
理
論
技
術
在
目
前
尚
不
需
要
，
但
由
於
競
爭
日
益
加
劇
，
效
率
低
下
者
終
將
不
能
立
足
。
若
各
廠
家
均
提
高
其
管
理
技
術
，
則
後
者
必
然
要
跟
着
提
高
其
技
術
以
求
生
存
。
故
作
者
的
預
測
是
將
來
的
管
理
技
巧
必
然
提
高
，
而
那
些
目
前
認
為
煩
瑣
的
方
程
式
將
來
會
大
有
用
塲
。


